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Tax options
considered
for schools
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
The
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP)
chairman of the House budget committee Wednesday said school
boards might be given more ways to
raise tax money to fund a mandatory
raise tor school employees next year.
State funding would be more
palatable; however. and finding the
necessary money is "a high priority'.
of his committee, Rep. Harry
Moberly said.
Gov. Paul Patton is proposing to
require school districts to use local
funds to give employees a 2.7 percent raise next year. The state would
fund raises in the secondyear of the
-btidget.
For 22 years, local governments,
including school boards, have had to
operate under a law that had the
effect of limiting property tax
increases.
Voters can demand a referendum
if a tax rate is set that would increase
revenues from taxes on existing
property by more than 4 percent.
Moberly, D-Richmond, said
members of his Appropriations and
'Revenue Committee are "brainstorming about options," such as
waiving the referendum or raising
the cap to let school boards take a
larger increase.
Even if the General Assembly did
so, "it would be difficult politically
for school boards to do that,"
Moberly said.
But, he said,"everything is on the
table as far as the unfunded mandate
is concerned" - a reference to next
year's raises.
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Buckingham
optimistic,
cautious of
bill's chance

KRISTY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

LOOKS LIKE THIS DOG NEEDS AN (ICE) BATH ... At first glance, this cold canine might
bear a slight resemblance to a dalmation, but it's actually a snow dog that was built
Wednesday at the Hereford residence here following snowy weather that passed through
the area. Of course the snow was mostly gone by noontime. as evident with the green
grass in the background.

Books still sought for celebration
By KRISTY HOPPER
Staff Writer
With Dr. Seuss's birthday materializing in the
horizon, Calloway United Benevolent Services
(CUBS)head Donna Herndon said collections of
new and well-used books for younger children are
still being sought.
"We've been doing better with books for third
through fifth-graders. What we really need are
books for early readers and books for parents to
read to kindergarten students." she said.

While exact numbers of how many books have chasing their own books. As far as Southwest
been donated and how many are still needed were (Elementary), I don't know where they stand right
not available, Herndon said "progress is being now," Herndon added.
Book donations will continue to be sought
made, but there's still a long way to go."
With book collections starting the first of this throughout this month. Those wishing to donate
month, she said Wal-Mart has already pledged to books may drop them off at any of the following
donate some books and the Parent Teacher drop off points: The Book Rack, The Bookmark,
Organization (PTO) of North Calloway Castlerock Books and Coffee, New Life Christian
Elementary School has already voted to purchase Bookstore, Murray State University Bookstore,
books to donate to the school.
-The PTO at East is also thinking about pur- II See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
A busy two days in the state legislature this week have left state
Rep. Buddy Buckingham (DMurray)optimistic, yet still cautious
about the chances of his telemarketing bill becoming law in Kentucky
this year.
Buckingham's bill (House Bill
47), which would establish a "nocall" list for Kentuckians wishing to
restrict telemarketers, seemed to be
in jeopardy Tuesday as Senate
Republicans again voted to shelve a
similar bill filed by Sen. Marshall
Long(D-Shelbyville).
On Wednesday.!hough, a Senate
committee heard •stimony from a
regulator with the Federal Trade
Commission on how a Kentucky
"no-call" list could work in conjunction with a similar federal law that is
now in place.
Following the hearing, Senate
President David Williams (RBurkesville) expressed support for
Buckingham's bill, which passed
the House by a vote 92-4 last month.
Buckingham was still somewhat
skeptical this (Thursday) morning
of Wednesday's show of support,
however.
"I've been told by Senate leadership that my bill will be passed, but
1 still kind of doubt the sincerity." he
said via telephone from Frankfort.
"I think (the Senate) will alter my
bill drastically and will sent it back
to(the House)for committee discussions.
"We may or may not get a bill

By BRANDI WILLIAMS

•

There is a new face at the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross. Pat Snodgrass
has recently accepted the position of
executive director and said she is
ready for the challenge.
"I really want to carry out the
mission of the Red Cross." she said.
Snodgrass moved to Murray one
year ago with her husband. Don, to
retire. However, Snodgrass said,
staying retired was a different story.
"I saw what a caring community
Murray was," she said. "Also, I
heard so many good things the volunteers had done under the leadership of Jean Masthay and Jan
Basile."
Snodgrass said she is no stranger
to this type of work, having her
hands in volunteering and doing
things "of a charitable nature" all her
life.
She had been involved in the Red
Cross when she lived in Texas-, and
was the volunteer coordinator for
the San Antonio area which managed 21 different counties.
She said her and her husband had
lived in cities all over the U.S. and
have never seen a community as
involved as Murray.
"I've lived in two other cities the

size of Murray and neither showed
care or concern the way Murray
does," Snodgrass said. "I think it is
just remarkable and it just kind of
gets you going."
Because the Calloway County
chapter is so small, she will have to
wear many hats, according to Basile,
special projects coordinator of the
Red Cross. Snodgrass will be
responsible for supervising the local
health and safety programs and the
local district relief activities.
"She's the person who gets the
call that we need to go," Basile said.
Snodgrass will also be responsible for the Armed Forces Emergency
Service, which contacts servicemen
for families if there is an emergency.
"We're the go-between the family
and the serviceman," Basile
explained.
Snodgrass will also be the frontline person for community education and all the administrative and
financial activities of the chapter.
One of the things she intends to
do is to develop a plan of recruitment and retention of volunteers.
"Without the volunteers, there
would not be a Red Cross,"
Snodgrass said.
She also said she plans to get in
contact with other Red Cross chap-

II See Page 2
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Special to the Ledger
Mike Coweninis announced his
Democratic candidacy for Calloway
County Fiscal Court in Magisterial
District 2.
Though having never held
public .office
before. Cowen
has been civicly
active in the
Calloway
County commuhaving
nity,
started and cothe
chaired
Cowen
Murray/
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce-sponsored Calloway
2020: Prosperity by Design, of
which he recently resigned to run
for office though he still is an active
participant in the organization.
"We organized this committee to
see how we can maintain or
improve our quality of life here in
an environment of rapid change,"
Cowen said in his release.
"I'm not a Calloway native, but

See Page 2
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Cowen runs
for Dist. 2
county seat

New director no stranger to Red Cross work
Staff Writer

this
passed
year."
Buckingham
had a telemarketing bill suffer
that exact fate
during
last
year's General
Assembly session, as the same
bill was eventushelved Buckingham
ally
being
after
retooled by the Senate.
He said he believes Long may
have filed his telemarketing bill this
year in reaction to last year's events.
But Buckingham said the fate of the
Senate bill, however, will have tittle
to do with whether or not HB 47 is
passed this year.
"(Long's bill) is not going to get
passed," Buckingham said. "It has
nothing to do with my bill. It's
strictly a political move in the
Senate."
The purpose of Wednesday's
Senate hearing was primarily to
determine whether a "no-call" list in
Kentucky would conflict _with a sim
ilar federal list. FTC Regulator
Eileen Harrington testified that
states can enforce their own laws,
unimpeded by federal agencies, as
part of federal-state oversight of
telemarketers.
Harrington also testified that the
FTC is currently considering a rule
change that would establish a
national "no-call" list. The FTC is
currently gathering public comment
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Snow, ice strikes South
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.(AP) — A storm spread snow
and a cold rain across the South on Wednesday, closing
schools and turning roads into dangerous sheets of ice.
Up to 7 inches of snow fell in southwestern Arkansas
by late Wednesday afternoon, with a half-foot in
-Oklahoma and parts of Texas. Lesser amounts fell in
Tennessee, Mississippi and Alabama.
On the Net:
National Weather Service:
http://iwin.nws.noaa.gov

READER INFORMATION

The wintry blast was particularly unwelcome in
Oklahoma, where nearly 39,000 customers are still
without power because of an ice storm last week. The
Red Cross and Salvation Army has opened shelters
across the state for people who need warmth and hot
meals.
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Schools closed and road crews revved up sand- and
salt-spreading equipment from Memphis. Tenn., to
Mississippi. The snow was perfect for snowballs, and
children who got the day off in Little Rock were playing
outdoors.
Walking her dog in Little Rock, high school
exchange student Sanna Kuhlberg, 18. of Finland said
she was surprised by the school closure.
This is not cold to me at all," said Kuhlberg, wearing just a windbreaker. "Yesterday. when it was snowing, 1 was looking around and thought, 'Hey, I'm in
Finland."
Roads were slushy but passable at Florence, Ala.
We came across the river from Muscle Shoals in our

FireLog

Murray Fire Department
four-wheel-drive truck, and he didn't even put it in four• Firefighters responded to two vehicle accidents
Tuesday morning.
wheel drive," Dianne Rhoades said of her husband."Of One occurred at Charlie Miller Road
just before 10 a.m., and the other
course, he's from Wisconsin."
took place at Browns Grove Road at approximately 8
20 a.m. No one
At least three traffic-related deaths — two in Texas was injured in either accident.
and one in Arkansas — were blamed on the new wave
— Information gathered from reports, logs
of snow and ice, and a woman was missing in Alabama
and citations from respective agencies
after she was thrown from a car on an ice-covered
bridge into the Tennessee River.
Last week's storm that reached from Oklahoma to
New England was blamed for at least 27 deaths.
Delta Air Lines canceled 200 flights out of Hartsfield
Atlanta International Airport on Wednesday in anticipation of icy weather that never came.
Spokeswoman Peggy Estes said,"When they're forecasting freezing rani and the temperature is hovering
around 32 degrees, you don't have the luxury of secondguessing."
At Dallas-Fort Worth International Airport, flights
were delayed up to an hour early Wednesday because of
a need to de-ice planes.
On Tuesday, more than 250 flights were delayed or
canceled.
The Oaklawn Park thoroughbred racing track in Hot
Springs closed Wednesday for the first time since 1997.
Doug Campbell. 15, took his sled out for a ride on an
icy vacant lot in Memphis, where the ground crunched
with each footstep.
"It's really good to slide on," said Campbell, who
otherwise would have been attending his ninth-grade
classes at McCallie School.
"It's really cold, but I'm not complaining."

Marine trio killed, five injured
in training exercise accident s

CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. other details, including what kind of
(AP) — Three Marines were killed vehicle was involved, because the
and five injured when the vehicle accident was under investigation.
they were riding in during a training
The names of the Marines were
exercise overturned. a U.S. Marine withheld pending family notificaCorps spokesman said.
tion.
www.murrayledgetcom
The accident occurred at 6:30
Two of the injured Marines were
Your On-Line Connection p.m. Wednesday, 1st Lt. Kyle Lewis listed in fair condition. The condisaid. He said he couldn't release any tions of the others were not immediately available.
At least four Marines have been
Have Questions About Raising Teens? killed and 10 others injured at Camp
Pendleton over the past three years.
!co one said it was going to be easy.
Two of the deaths occurred during
Dads of Teens, a ministry of First Baptist Church,
training exercises.
may be just the thing dads are looking for.
Six Marines and a Navy corpsman
died in December 1999 when
Come join the discussion Tuesday, Feb. 12, at 8 p.m.
their twin-rotor CH-46E Sea Knight
at the Murray Woman's Clinic.
crashed 15 miles off the San Diego
Call the church at 753-1S5-1 for more inforrnatl
coast during training for a deployment to the Persian Gulf.
Camp Pendleton, located 40
miles
north of San Diego, is home to
203 S. 4th Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

more than 60,000 military and civilian personnel. Many of the servicemen were called to duty when the
U.S. launched its attack on
Afghanistan.

Eleven year-old girl
killed in Jewish
settlement attack

HAMRA, West Bank (AP) — A
Palestinian gunman disguised as an
Israeli soldier infiltrated this tiny,
isolated Jewish settlement, killed an
Israeli soldier and holed up in a
house that came under fire from his
pursuers, the army said. The
assailant, an Israeli woman and her
11-year-old daughter were killed in
the gunbattle.
In retaliation, Israeli F-16 warplanes fired two missiles at a prison
and government complex in the
West Bank town of Nablus early
today (Thursday), wounding 11
Palestinians.
During the two-hour assault late
Wednesday; punctuated by bursts of
gunfire, terrified Hamra residents
barricaded themselves in their
homes, turning off lights to avoid
drawing the gunman's attention.
Kevin Smith, an immigrant from
England who lives near the home
taken over by the gunman, said his
three small children crouched under
beds, crying. Smith said his 4-yearold son Eden — whose favorite
book is "Peter and the Wolf'— kept
saying, the wolf is coming to get
us."
The gunman was unhurried and

•Red Cross ...

•Books ...
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
Continuing Education & Academic Outreach

(knolun11/
Internet & E-mail
2 Mondays
February 18-25
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Introduction To Quickbooks
3 Mondays
May 6 - 20
6:00 - 8:00 p.m
Introduction to
Microsoft Access
3 Tuesdays
April 16 - 30
6:00 - 8:00 p.m
Cake Decorating for
Beginners
3 Tuesdays
February 26 - March 12
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
How to Play Piano
By Ear
1 Saturday, April 27
1:30 - 4:30 p.m.
ACT Test Prep Workshop
Sat.. Feb. 2. Sat., Mar. 30,
or Sat.. June 1
9:00 a.m. - Noon

:
Introduction to Windows '98 Introduction to Adobe
PhotoShop
3 Thursdays
3
Mondays
February 21 - March 7
March
25 - April 8
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
ntro uction to
Introduction to
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Word
3 Tuesdays
3 Tuesdays
March 26 - April 9
February 26 - March 12
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 p.m
Introduction to
Introduction to
Microsoft FrontPage
Microsoft PowerPoint
4 Thursdays
1 Tuesday, May 7
April 4 - 25
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 ..m.
Advanced Cake
Instant Piano for
Decorating
Hopelessly Busy People
3 Tuesdays
1 Saturday
April 23 - May 7
April 27
6:00 - 8.00 p.m.
9:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Ballroom Dancing
Getting Started with
Video Game Programming
5 Mondays
4 Wednesdays
March 4 - April 1
Februa
ry 13 - March 6
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.
6:00 - 8.00 p.m.
Basic Conversationa
Creative Writing
Spanish
10 Tuesdays
3 Tues. & Thurs
March 5 - May 14
March 26 - April 11
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Professional Grant Proposal Writing Workshop

Sponsored by Murray State University's Office of Sponsored Programs
February 22, 2002 • 7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

T

Learn from professionals how to search for funding opportunities, interpret guidelines.
develop a narrative, design a budget evaluate a proposal and learn important tips on the
do's and don't of successful grant proposal writing
The workshop includes lunch, refreshments and all materials The cost is 599 per person
Seating will be limited so please call early

Student, Faculty, Staff and Senior Citizens Discounts

270-762-3659; 1-800-669-7654 Ext. 3659
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From Front

During the breakfast, books, which
have been donated through this
Calloway County Public Library, month's collection, will be
distribMurray and Calloway County uted to children. Also as a part
of the
Elementary Schools, Calloway celebration, guest readers will
be
County Preschool or The Murray reading.to children at the schools
Ledger 8( Times.
throughout the day, and the famed
Books collections are being Cat in the Hat will be popping in for
sought for local elementary and pre- visits.
school students in preparation for
Dr. Seuss authored and illustrated
March 1st events, which are in 44 children's books before his
death
honor of the birthday of Theodor in 1999. He was honored with
a
Geisel — a.k.a. Dr. Seuss — but Pulitzer Prize in 1994 and won three
also to help promote Read Across Academy Awards.
America, an initiative of the
March I will mark the 5th year
National Education Association.
Read Across America activities have
As part of the event, a green eggs been held. This year's patriotic
and ham breakfast is planned. theme is "Free to' Read."

Find Everything You Need •
Local News • Sports
• Community News • Bargains
It's All In
The Ledger & Times
GIFTS ENJOYED LONG AFTER TODAY

NOW OPEN
•Wee Bears
•Country Fresh
Fudge
•Village Candles
•Personalized
Candy Bouquets
Free Delivery In Town
113 S. 4th St.• Court Square • Murray •753-2159
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Kenlake State Resort Park
February 9, 2002

A couples buffet and dance with
a tropical theme.
Dance to the unique sounds of the island
band,"Steel of the Night."
Enjoy a tropical buffet of: *fried coconut shrimp
• grilled tuna with tropical salsa
• jerk pork with sauce • variety of desserts
(1-night lodging, dinner
& dance for two

s99

Dinner and dance for two ....s59

Q

)ance only for two

fired methodically, witnesses said.
Four people were wounded, and the
assailant was eventually shot dead
by Israeli troops.
The assault on Hamra, a remote
settlement of 40 families in the West
Bank's Jordan Valley, marked the
first time in 16 months of fighting
that Israelis were killed in their
home in a Palestinian attack, further
driving up a level of anxiety already
high after an unprecedented wave of
terror attacks since September 2000.
A leader in the Al Aqsa Brigades,
a militia linked to Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat's Fatah movement,
said the group was escalating its
methods of attack.
They started with shooting
attacks, then roadside bombs and are
now "sending attackers into Israel
and the settlements," said the militiaman, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, for fear of Israeli retribution.
Both the Al Aqsa Brigades and
the Islamic militant group Hamas
claimed responsibility for the
Hamra attack, which came just
hours before Israeli Prime Minister
Aridl Sharon was to meet at the
White House with President Bush.

s25

KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK
542 Kenlake Rd.• Hardin, KY 42048
I'lease call the park today to make your reservations at 1-800-325-0143
Visit our vvebsite at www.kystateparks.com

From Front
ters and agencies.
She also said she and her husband will be soon developing a website to be presented to the Red Cross
board for consideration. The website will provide information for
programs, events and meetings and
to enhance communication with
volunteers and the community.
"I am hoping to keep the Red
Cross in the forefront of everyone's
minds," Snodgrass said.
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•Cowen ...
From Front
I'm a Calloway citizen by choice,"
he added, referring to his and his
family's move to Murray in 1995.
"Through my community activities,
I realized that there's a lot of good
things we can improve on here, and
it can only happen if citizens who
have the desire and passion to make
a difference actually are willing to
become involved, and that's why I
decided to offer my vision, experience and energy in a public way."
Cowen, 60, has served as
founder, past-president, vice-president, Economic Restructuring
Committee chairman and board
member for Murray Main Street, is
a National Main Street organization
member, a member of the
Murray/Calloway Parks Long
Range Planning Committee, and
had served as chairman of the 2000
Restaurant
Referendum
Committee.
He has more than 40 years of
business experience, the last 16 as
the founder and president of
Sportable Scoreboards, Inc. He also
currently serves as vice-president of
the Murray/Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, is a member of the Chamber Board
Executive Committee, Chamber
New Business Team and Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, plus is also
a guest lecturer at Murray State
University School of Business.
"I've been in business all my
life," Cowen stated, "and if there's
anything I know, it's how to organize groups, make plans, start and
grow businesses, create jobs and
work with employees and their
families."
A grandfather of six, Cowen is
married to his wife, Joyce, and has
three sons, Andrew and Peter, who
live locally, and Mark, who resides
with his family in California.
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Cheney to address
Ft. Campbell troops

Escapee
sought
er

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7 2002

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A man who escaped from the
West Kentucky Correctional
Complex in Lyon County
Wednesday evening was still at
large this (Thursday) morning,
according to Kentucky State
Police.
According to a press release,
Darryn Sharber escaped from the
facility at approximately 8:40
p.m. Wednesday. Sharber was
incarcerated for third-degree
assault, first-degree wanton
endangerment and tampering with
physical evidence.
He was tracked to the intersection of the Western Kentucky
Parkway and U.S. 62, where he
had allegedly made arrangements
to meet another individual.
Sharber is a white male, 5'8",
170 pounds. with blonde hair and
blue eyes. He was last seen wearing a pair of gray sweatpants and
a tan jacket.
Anyone with information
about the escape or Sharber's
whereabouts is asked to contact
KSP at 1-800-222-5555.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Vice
President Dick Cheney was to visit
Kentucky today (Thursday) for
fund-raisers for two fellow
Republicans and remarks to troops
at Fort Campbell.
The vice president was scheduled
to attend a $250 per-person breakfast fund-raiser at the Seelbach
Hotel for U.S. Rep. Anne Northup
before
heading
to
western
Kentucky. Northup represents
Kentucky's 3rd District, which
includes Louisville and its suburbs.
In the November election,
Northup faces Democrat Jack
Conway, a lawyer who served in the
administration of Gov. Paul Patton.
"This visit speaks volumes about
the strength of our campaign and
our significant chance to oust Rep.
Northup," Conway said in a statement issued Wednesday.
Cheney was to travel from
Louisville to Fort Campbell.
After addressing troops, Cheney
wa, to travel to Herndon in

Christian County
for a fund-raiser
for U.S. Rep. Ed
Whitfield at the
home of Bill and
Katherine Flynn,
according
to
Whitfield
spokesman Jeff
Miles.
Cheney
Whitfield's western Kentucky district includes Fort
Campbell.
Cheney was in the region on
Wednesday night, addressing a gathering at the Centre in downtown
Evansville, Ind. During a fund-raiser for U.S. Rep. John Hostettler, Rind., Cheney said the nation will not
sit back and wait for terrorists to
strike again.
"If we rely only on defense, in
the end we'll be struck again,"
Cheney said."The only sure way for
us to make certain that we are not
struck again is to go destroy the terrorists before they can destroy us."

I'IF

BOB WARNER, The Ledger-IndependenVAP Photo

FIRE ENGINE ... A firefighter stands in a coal car and sprays foam on a
burning TT1 locomotive at their coal off-loading facility Wednesday in Maysville, Ky. The
remote controlled
engine caught fire as it backed up to the terminal. The engine substaine
d heavy damage but
there were no injuries.

Bill passes that recognizes fetus as person

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
bill that would declare a fetus to be
a person, and would create a crime
of "fetal homicide" for killing one,
passed the Kentucky Senate on
Wednesday.
"The time has come for

Kentucky to recognize the rights of
the unborn child," said Republican
Sen. Dick Roeding of Lakeside
Park, the bill's lead sponsor.
The bill passed 32-2 and goes to
the House. Similar bills have been
attempted before but never passed.

The Kentucky Supreme Court has
ruled that a fetus does not become a
person for legal purposes until birth.
One opponent of the bill called it
an "extreme effort" to try to protect
pregnant women."The notion that a
human being begins at fertilization,

I think, defies science, it defies medicine and it defies logic," said Sen.
Ernesto Scorsone, a Lexington
Democrat.
The bill would not prohibit abortion or permit prosecution of abortion doctors. Still, abortion-rights

activists say the bill is part of a strategy to erode women's access to
abortion.
The bill also would exempt
health-care professionals who accidentally killed a fetus during diagnostic testing or treatment.

Pharmacists lash out at Medicaid fee bill
From Front
on the proposed rule, she said, and
the earliest it could take effect
would late this year or early in
2003.
"There is a federal law now, but
it doesn't have any teeth in it,"
Buckingham added. "Even if it's
amended, it will still not cover a lot
of groups that are covered under my
bill."
The Senate Judiciary Committee,
which'held the hearing, has taken no
action on HB 47 thus far.
Committee chairman Rpbert Stivers
(R-Manchester) said the panel will
hear additional te5timony before
any decision is made on the bill.
The Associated Press also contributed to this article.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — fee," currently $4.51 per prescripPharmacists lashed out Wednesday tion. Without the legislation, it will
at legislation aimed at driving down go to $5.88.
Medicaid costs by restricting the
Kentuckians on Medicaid get
fees they are paid for filling pre- about 14 million prescriptions a
scriptions.
year, according to the cabinet.
The implication is that "pharmaThe bill has been passed by the
cists are greedy and overpaid," Mac House, as has a separate bill, also
Bray, a pharmacist from Frankfort, pending in the committee, to allow
told the Senate Health and Welfare the cabinet to require a $1 co-pay:
Committee.
ment on perhaps 8 million Medicaid
In fact, he and his colleagues ren- prescriptions.
der "services that are far more comBecause pharmacists would have
plex than counting pills," Bray said. to collect the co-payment, the effect
Some are being forced out of busi- would be to reduce the dispensing
ness, Bray and other witnesses said. fee to $3.51.
The committee opened hearings
The state cannot require co-payon a bill sought by the Cabinet for ments on prescriptions for children,
Health Services to freeze the current pregnant women or patients in instiMedicaid pharmacy -dispensing tutions because federal law prohibits

it.

years, allowing rates to prevail for a
Mike Traylor, a pharmacist in longer time. Factors to be considCaldwell County, said the profit ered would include reimbursement
margin at his drug story in Fredonia rates by Medicaid programs in other
has been "dwindling rapidly," and states and by private insurers.
the lower fee would be about a 10
An opponent of the bill. Jan
percent further cut.
Gould of the Kentucky Retail
"I'm concerned about being able Federation, said that type of study
to stay in business in Fredonia," would fail to take into consideration
Traylor said.
some underlying reasons for differThe cabinet bases the dispensing ences, such as private plan co-payfee in part on a study of pharmacy ments and different levels of generic
costs.
drug use.
Under current law,the study must
Marzian's legislation is House
be done every year. The bill by Rep. Bill 170. The bill to impose a
Mary Lou Marzian, D-Louisville, Medicaid co-payment is House Bill
would require a study every three '83.
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$7995.00
Delivered

With 60 diagonal inches of viewing grandeur and an exclusive
optical engine powered by three patented wide XGA LCD panels,
you've never seen anything like a Grand WegaTM television.
Define it for yourself, only in a place called Sony.

This is not an introductory rate
(gb It's a fixed rate for the life Of your loan
*Consolidate your debts
OsPay off your high interest credit cards

You may qualify for up to 125%
of your home's value
It's all backed with our
Five Star Service Guarantee

To apply, call 1-800-75-MONEY, ext. 4100, log onto)
www.firstarom, or stop by any Firstar branch.
Limited Time Loan Sale...Don't Wait... Apply today'

www.sony.com/grandwega

Come in and see all the great Sony
Big Screens on display now.
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Five Star Service Guaranteed )
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Guest Column
8y DWIGHT A. MOODY
Ciean of the Chapel, Georgetown College

Quakers celebrating 350 years of history
Drive an hour southwest of Knoxville.
Tenn., and you come to a community with
an interesting name: Friendsville.
The name is not intended as a description of the people. Rather, it connects them
with an international network of Christians
called the Society of Friends, who settled
this village almost 200 years ago.
Most of us know them as Quakers, but
few know they are celebrating their founding 350 years ago. They trace their heritage
to George Fox, an Englishman of uncommon vision and courage.
One historian described Fox as a man
who "renounced oaths, insisted on honesty
and truth-speaking, practiced simplicity in
dress, food, and speech, opposed any participation in war, protested against all
shams and formalism in religion and worship, pioneered in the care of the insane,
demanded just treatment for the American
Indians. held that governments existed for

the benefit of the people as a whole, put
men and women on an equality, permitted
women to preach, refused to doff his hat to
any man,came out for universal religious
toleration, and wished to bring the gospel
to all."
Famous social reformers John Woolman
and Susan B. Anthony were both Quakers.
They helped develop their tradition of compassion and relief into an international
organization called the Friends Relief
Committee. It won the Nobel Piece Prize in
1947 for their humanitarian work during
and after the wars.
William Penn, a Quaker, founded an
American colony devoted to religious toleration and named it Pennsylvania. Thus, the
University of Pennsylvania athletes are
called the Quakers; oil produced in the
region goes by the name Quaker State; and
a popular food that shares their qualities of
goodness and simplicity is known as

Quaker Oats.
Let all who love Cadbury chocolate bars
thank one famous(and now wealthy) family of Friends in England.
Elton Trueblood was a world-renowned
Quaker author who taught at Earlham
College and School of Religion. In 1972,
he wrote a book titled "The Validity of the
Christian Mission."
I was a poor college student on a spiritual retreat when first I saw it; having no
money to buy, I read it while standing
beside the book table. Its intellectual and
emotional impact on me far exceeded that
of many.books I have purchased.
I have another personal connection to
this interesting and influential stream of
Christianity: My father-in-law grew up a
Quaker in Friendsville, Tenn. He and his
twin brother died several years ago, and
last week their sister passed away.
My wife and I drove the one hour past

Knoxville and, on the edge of the village
where her parents met, studied, worshipped
and courted, we found the Quaker gathering place.
In the churchyard was a sign: "Friends
Meetinghouse." I was told later
"Meetinghouse" was used because they did
not have the right lettering for "Church."
Meetinghouse is an old word and
Quakers were not the first to use it to designate their gathering place. In New
England, Puritans and Congregationalists
took the word to name their picturesque
places of worship situated on village
greens. It conveys the starkness and simplicity these groups sought to embrace.
On the old frontier of Kentucky and
Tennessee, Baptists, Methodists and
Presbyterians invoked the designation to
refer to their churches. In our state there are
famous meetinghouses at Cane Ridge. near
Paris and at Mulkey, on the Tennessee bor-

Agree Or Not
Syndicated Columnist

Going cold
turkey
struction projects in the budget and,
in fact, he is not funding projects
that were promised or already
underway. That includes completion
of a major renovation of Rupp Arena
in Lexington.
But Patton also insists on continuing the state's investment in creating a top-notch public university
system by borrowing $120 million
for a third round of funding of his
"Bucks for Brains" initiative. The
money. matched dollar-for-dollar by
private contributions to the state universities, is used to endow professorships and research programs that
attract the top academics in the
nation to Kentucky.
All of this is intended to bring the
universities, in particular the
University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville, into the top
ranks of American research institutions of higher education.
Some legislators, however, have
become so addicted to the biennial
orgy of budgeted construction projects in their districts, that they simply cannot go cold turkey in 20022004.
They are talking about using the
$120 million Patton wants for Bucks
for Brains to finance their pet projects, especially completion of the
Rupp Arena project. Some have
mentioned splitting the $120 million
down the middle — half for projects
like Rupp, the other have for higher
education.
The money that has so far been
invested in Bucks for Brains and the
additional funding proposed in
Patton's budget will be paying the
costs of higher education excellence
in Kentucky long after Rupp Arena
has become so much concrete dust.
It will be the best chance future
Kentuckians have for a higher education system that is a source of
pride for something beyond what
happens on the floor at Rupp Arena
now.
Yes, it's a shame to have to put
off finishing the Rupp renovation
project and the state's promised
funding of the Ali Center in
Louisville. But those promises will
be fulfilled in only a few years.
The crime would be to shortchange the state's commitment to
Bucks for Brains in favor of spending money on what is, after all, nothing more than a gigantic rec room
for the commonwealth.
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We want to print
your letters...
but you must
follow these
guidelines:

By TODD DUVAL

FRANKFORT. Ky. — Lees say
you own a business or work for a
company that has been doing very
well over the last six years. Profits
have climbed nicely every year.
Your income has steadily increased
with generous annual raises or large
bonuses.
Because of that sure and steady
growth in income, you have been
able to undertake a series of expensive home renovations and repairs.
l'ou're down to the recreation room,
and the project is only partially completed. although the room is perfectly useable.
Also over the years, you have
been able to stash away annual contributions to a fund that will guarantee that your children have the best
possible college education.
But in the last year to 18 months,
the national and state economies
have gone into recession; the company's profits aren't growing. In
fact, they have fallen this year and
are likely to fall further before the
recession ends. The annual bonus is
history. The generous pay raises are
substantially less than you've come
to expect.
You are faced with a decision:
There is just enough money to complete the rec room renovation on
time.or make the annual contribution to the college fund. However,
you can't do both this year or next
year.
Most Kentuckians, given this
scenario, would decide to continue
contributing to the college fund and
wait until the economy improves to
finish off the recreation room renovation. After all, the best possible
college education for your children
is an investment for a lifetime. A
new pool table and home theater
system can wait for a bit.
Members of the General
Assembly are facing a similar situation with the budget that Gov. Paul
Patton submitted to them. The days
of easy surpluses to be spent on construction projects of every kind are
history.
The current year's budget has had
to be cut by more than $500 million.
The budget for 2002-2004 will have
no surpluses at all and, in fact, is balanced largely on the hope that the
state's economy and thus its revenue
flow will improve in the second year
of the biennium.
Patton is proposing no new con-

der. At Pleasant Hill near Harrodsburg, a
very different religious group with a too
similar name built a magnificent meetinghouse; it is known as the Shaker
Meetinghouse.
As the family gathered in Friendsville
for the Sunday afternoon funeral, we
walked through the cemetery at the back of
the meetinghouse. We located family
names like Hackney, Sexton and Gregg.
Later, we watched silently as seven men
with ropes lowered Anna Marie into an
open grave.
The experience, so full of sunshine and
simplicity, made a strong impression on
me.
The Society of Friends has had a significant influence in both the Christian family
and my own; to them I say,"Happy
Birthday," and to God I give thanks.

• Letters must be signed
with the writer's name,
address and telephone number so we may contact you if
there are questions.
• Letters should be approximately between 250-350

words TYPED. And all letters are subject to editing or
rejection.
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• The Ledger & Times reserves
the right to reject any letter.
Letters may be submitted by
fax at 270-753-1927, by email
to mlt@murrayledgencom or
by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, KY 42071.
For questions, call Eric Walker
at 270-753-1916, ext. 27.

Cal's Thoughts
By CAL THOMAS
Syndicated Columnist

•

urging
rom among
"You must purge the evil from among
you.,,
—Deuteronomy 17:7

President Bush believes
"our enemy intends to hit us
again."
If so, why are we not
deporting all the illegal
aliens in this country who
come from nations which
breed the anti-American
ideology religion that
threatens us?
There are an estimated 115,000 people
.from Middle Eastern countries currently living illegally (or with only quasi-legal status)
in the United States, according to a new
Census Bureau report. Included in that estimate are 24,000 people from Israel, but the
rest are from Iran (31,000) and other Middle
East nations, including Afghanistan (60,000).
The total number of illegal U.S. residents
is estimated at nearly 8.7 million. Most are
not our enemies, but a clear and present danger is posed by people from countries that
not only wish us harm but have already
harmed us.
According to President Bush, terrorists
intend to hit us again. (While nearly 4 million Mexicans live here illegally, Mexicans
are not involved in terrorism against
America.)
The Center for Immigration Studies, a
Washington-based advocacy group, says the
Census Bureau findings, which are based on
preliminary estimates of the 2000 census, are
"especially troubling given the role failures
in immigration control played in

September's terrorist attacks."
Three of the Sept. II airplane hijackers
were illegal aliens, but a number of other terrorists have also come here illegally from
Middle East nations, including Gazi Ibrahim
Abu Mezer, who tried to bomb the New York
City subway system in 1997, and
Mohammed Salameh, who took part in the
1983 attack on the World Trade Center.
The Census figures do not include illegal
aliens from Pakistan.
The Immigration and Naturalization
Service had previously estimated that more
than 40,000 Pakistanis are living illegally in
the United States. Africa, including SubSaharan Africa, accounts for an estimated
243,000 illegal aliens, according to Census
Bureau figures.
The Bush administration is scrambling to
begin deportation of some people here illegally, but the Justice Department's focus on
6,000 Middle Eastern men who already have
been ordered out of the country only begins
to address the problem.
Even if all of them left today, as many as
58,000 non-Israeli Middle Eastern men, not
including aliens from Pakistan or North
African countries, would remain.
If we do not toughen immigration laws
and stop granting amnesty to those who
break them, we will encourage more people
to come to America by any means possible.
That's what occurred following previous
amnesties. Inevitably, this means more terrorists will be admitted.
The preoccupation of some in the media
— and of self-styled human rights groups —
with the way Taliban prisoners are being
treated (which is better than they have treat-

ed us) reveals that too many among us are
still not willing to do what it takes to combat
terror.
Steven Camarota, research director at the
Center for Immigration Studies, says, "It is
difficult to overstate the implications of this
new (Census Bureau) report for the security
of our nation. While the vast majority of illegals from the Middle East are not terrorists,
the fact that tens of thousands of people from
that region and millions more from the rest of
the world can settle in the United States illegally means that terrorists who wish to do so
face few obstacles.
"We can't protect ourselves from terrorism without dealing with illegal immigration."
Members of Congress from both parties
have failed to provide the political and monetary support the INS needs to enforce immigration laws. There is no constitutional right
to come to America. It is a privilege to be
admitted.
It is disgraceful, as well as harmful to our
personal safety and national health, that we
have allowed 9 million people to come here
illegally.
If we are going to be hit again by our enemies, let's make sure we've done everything
possible to protect ourselves, beginning with
the deportation of everyone from nations
who breed terrorists, followed quickly by
those from other nations who are not entitled
to be here.
Direct all MAIL for Cal Thomas to: Tribune
Media Services, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite
1500, Chicago, 111. 60611.

2002 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES INC.
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Reagan's birthday held in subdued remembrance

Deaths

LOS ANGELES(AP)-Ronald
Reagan, the longest-living U.S.
HaIford B. Beane, 77, Sycamore Street, Murray, died Wednesday. Feb. 6, president, celebrated his 91st birthday at home with his family and
2002, at 1:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Retired from Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he was a member was honored with a proclamation
by the governor declaring it
and retired deacon of Westside Baptist Church.
One grandson, Curtis Beane, one sister, Modelle Reed, and three brothers, "Ronald Reagan Day" across
Fred, Willie B. and Lloyd Beane, all preceded him in death. Born July 19, California.
Reagan spent his birthday with
1924, he was the son of the late Dempsey Beane and Bessie Bazzell Beane.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nadine H. Beane; one daughter, Mrs. his wife, Nancy, and daughter Patti
Angela Williams, Murray; two sons, Allan Beane and wife, Linda, Murray, Davis, at his Bel-Air home. They
and Kennith Mark Beane and wife, Anna, Blacksburg, Va.; three sisters, Mrs. served him his favorite cake Lyd,ia Woods and husband, Dennis, Mayfield, Mrs. Verlene Bowerman and chocolate.
Reagan, who has recovered from
husband, Charles, Kirksey, and Mrs. Linda Wilkerson, Farmington; three
brothers, Bueal Beane and wife, Algusta, and Glynn Beane and wife, Barbara, a broken hip suffered in a fall last
all of Mayfield, and James Harold Beane and wife, Jo, Murray; six grand- year, has remained secluded at the
home since announcing in 1994 he
children; five great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Murray-Calloway has Alzheimer's disease.
County Funeral Home. The Rev. Glynn Orr and the Rev. Hal Shipley will officiate. Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).

Halford B. Beane

Mrs. Edna Duke
Mrs. Edna Duke,72, Knight Road, Murray, died Wednesday, Feb.6, 2002,
at 10:01 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
One sister, Rosie Smith, three brothers, Mason, Edward and Gentry
Thomas, and a sister-in-law, Betty Walker, all preceded her in death. Born
March 11, 1929, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Peyton
Thomas and Nora Maude Sholar Thomas.
Survivors include her husband, Wilford Duke, to whom she was married
June 16, 1950; one daughter, Ms. Glenda Joy Duke, two sons,Tommy Duke
and Robert Duke, and three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Nerene Thomas, Mrs.
Geraldine Cunningham and Mrs. Clara Thomas, all of Murray; three brothers-in-law, Richard Duke, Hazel, William Ralph Duke,Indianapolis, Ind., and
Hubert Walker, Clifford, Mich.; several nieces and nephews.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

David James (D.J.) Steffey

Steffey
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The funeral for David James (D.J.) Steffey will be
Friday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Sammy Cunningham will officiate.
Mrs. Oneida White will be pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Robert Trenholm, Corey
Trenholm,Steve Bradley,Pete Fox,Bob Warren and Jeff
Stephens. Burial will follow in Bamett Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m.
today (Thursday).
Mr. Steffey, 22, Belmont Drive, Murray, died
Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2002, at 9:40 a.m. at Western Baptist

Hospital, Paducah.
Employed in Sterile Supplies Department at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, he was a member of Grace Baptist Church of Murray.
He was born June 23, 1979, in Memphis, Tenn. Preceding him in death
were his grandparents, John S. and Ruth Johnson Maroney and Elbert Conley
Steffey.
Survivors include his parents, Don and Janice Steffey, Murray; two brothers, Billy Steffey, Murray,and Michael Steffey and wife,Chrissy,Paris,Tenn.;
his grandmother, Mrs. Burlene Steffey, Murray.

.

"He's doing as well as can be Davis' proclamation said.
cake, a book signing by Lou
expected," said Joanne Drake,
Son Michael Reagan told CNN Cannon, author of "President
Reagan's chief of staff.
his father sleeps later each day and -Reagan: The Role of a Lifetime." .
In Time magazine this month, is not really able to get up and walk
"We always consider his birthDavis wrote emotionally about her around.
day a special day." library Director
father and his Alzheimer's disease.
"Every day gets a little shorter Duke Blackwood said.
"We will commemorate his for him and every day the world
President Bush signed legislabirthday, speak of it, but the word gets a little smaller for him." tion Wednesday making
Reagan's
'happy' won't be put in front of it," Michael Reagan said.
childhood home in Dixon, Ill., a
she said.
Asked how Nancy Reagan is far- federal historic site. The private
California Gov. Gray Davis hon- ing, he said: "They have so many Ronald Reagan Boyhood
Home
ored Reagan on Wednesday by pro- memories but they're not able to Foundation owns the
house where
claiming it his day.
really discuss the memories ... It's Reagan lived in the early 1920s.
"Throughout
his
career, really a one-way conversation."
The new law authorizes •
President Reagan was committed to
At
the
Ronald
Reagan Interior Department to acquire the
promoting opportunities for the cit- Presidential Library, about 50 miles site from the foundation,
which
izens of California and our nation. northwest of the Reagan home in would continue
managing and operHappy birthday, President Reagan." Simi Valley, there were cards, a ating it..

Goldberg's Oscar stolen after sent for cleaning
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Oscar host Whoopi
Goldberg's Academy Award was stolen after it
waosent out for cleaning, but was recovered
Tuesday, the academy said.
Goldberg, who won the supporting-actress
Oscar for "Ghost" in 1990, had returned it to the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
which sent it to the manufacturer for cleaning and

replating.
The academy packed up the Oscar and
shipped it Friday by United Parcel Service, but
the box was empty when it arrived Tuesday at
R.S. Owens Co. of Chicago, the company that
makes the statues. The academy said in a statement that it was stolen from a UPS shipping container.

Two students wounded in high
school robbery attempt
GARDENA, Calif. (AP)-Two
students were wounded Wednesday
during a. robbery attempt outside a
high school near Los Angeles,
authorities said.
The victims, ages 16 and 19, were
hospitalized in fair condition.
The shooting at Gardena High
School occurred in an outdoor area
near a classroom after one of three
men demanded money from the 19year-old, said Los Angeles police
Sgt. John Pasquariello.
When the victim said he didn't
have any cash and turned to walk
away, the robber fired. The 16-yearold girl was standing next to the 19year-old.
Police were searching for the suspects.

The shooting happened less than
15 minutes before the 3,200-student
school was to recess for the day.
In another school shooting, a 10
year-old Philadelphia boy was grazed
in the right cheek by a bullet when an
off-duty police officer conducting a
school demonstration dropped her
gun Wednesday, officials said.
The boy was released after treatment at Temple
University
Children's Medical Center, hospital
spokeswoman Jennifer McGowan
said.
The officer had shown the magazine clip to the class at Imani
Education Circle Charter School and
had just put it back in the gun when
she dropped the weapon, Principal
Francine Fulton said.
•

Charles T. Lamb
The funeral for Charles T. Lamb will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Lakeland Funeral Home, Eddyville. The Rev. Wayne Glass will officiate.
Burial will follow in Rolling Hills Cemetery, Eddyville.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Lamb, Sunnyside Loop, Kuttawa, died Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2002, at 8:50
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. His death followed a long illness.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Dannie Wyatt Lamb; three daughters,
Mrs. Dianne Lane and Ms. Melanie Lamb, both of Princeton, and Mrs. Pat
Bassett, Paducah; one son, Raymond Lamb, Caldwell County; two sisters,
Mrs. Edith Norton, Murray, and Mrs. Marie Ellison, Paris, Tenn.; one brother, Warren Lamb, Paris, Tenn.; nine grandchildren, Cheryl, J.R. and George
Lamb,Shannon and Jason Lane, Josh Thomas,Amber Bassett, Martin Wilson
and Jessica Traylor; six grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
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J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

922 S. 12th • Bel-Air Shopping Cir.
Hrs: NI-S 9-h¼ Sun 1-f)

'Kinard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

•Claire Burke
•Boyd's Bears •Marci
•Sisters in Spirit .Crystal
•Leannin Tree •Arbonne Intl.

(Mt. Postman)
753-84(X)

Open 7 am,to 6 p.m. an three days

Building
*Value DaVs
Visit vigillt% constructionTenter
1.1.0
to take advantage of these ‘14.1.1.4j1:_11

Portic9e:as
105.90 - 0.73
42.70 - 0.19
.32.93 + 0.01
20.56 + 0.18
5.87 + 0.11
16.86 - 0.54
27.16- 0.03
58.60 - 0.02
61.11 + 0.71
23.58 + 0.46
49.04 - 0.06
40.91 - 0.38
30.50 - 0.44
52.34 + 0.51
44.76 + 0.66
19.88 + 0.38
33.80 + 0.05
59.42 + 0.54
7.80 + 1.11

We Now Offer A
Bridal Registry and
Baby Shower Registry
-vitascra -Pape!

Rare Treasures

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

Marvin J. Jones
The funeral for Marvin J. Jones will be today (Thursday) at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,Benton.The Rev. Mike Littrell will officiate.
Purls] will follow in York Cemetery, Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Jones, 82, Bondurant Cemetery Road, Benton, died Monday, Feb. 4,
2002, at 6 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Deborah Boyle, Murray, Mrs.
Janice Fisher, Paducah, Mrs. Joann Keeling, West Paducah, Mrs. Susan Parks,
Symsonia, and Mrs. Alice Walker, Smithland; three sons, James Jones and
Raymond Apes, both of Benton, and Ralph Jones, Paducah; one brother,
Charles Franklin Jones, Paducah; 17 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Someone apparently opened the package,
removed the Oscar, then resealed the box, said
Brad Cafarelli, Goldberg's spokesman.
Oscar statues are numbered, and this one was
also inscribed with Goldberg's name, making it
particularly difficult for a thief to sell, said academy spokesman John Pavlik.
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BUILDINGS
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Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. Hilliard. W.L. Lyons. Inc. • Member NYSE end SIPC

PLANNING AHEAD

Bright decorating ideas

ftom Shet win-Williams

JIM KELLY
Licensed Representative

Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is
pleased to offer a wide range of pre-arranged services that are designed by you, allowing you to
make all of the decisions before the need arises. All
plans are personally tailored by you to meet your
specific needs and desires. If you would like a free
pre-planning guidebook or if you have any questions, please call or stop by at your convenience.
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$5 OFF

every purchase of s25 or more.

FUNERAL HOME
"Family Owned and Operated"
Keith York and Kelvin York

753-6800
713 SOUTH FOURTH STREET • MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Visit our booth at
the 2002 Home Show!

1111

1- I
'MURRAY

‘. ;hams store only Up to 5125 MAXIMUM
at the Murrat. Sher,
purchase Uypires 4/10 rI2 N1115,1 present this coupon at time of
purchase Coupon has no cash value

1 Aid

G2002 The Sherwin

Wtittams Como.,

The Shoppes of Murray
658A North 12th Street
270-759-8001

Ask How. Ask Now.
Ask Shervvin-Williams:Visit us at wwwsherwin-williams.com
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Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Community Editor
Need Line has released a list of items needed
to help the clients with their immediate emergency
needs, according to Tonia Casey, executive director.
Food needs are canned meat, poultry and fish,
macaroni and cheese, saltine crackers, rice and
oatmeal. Personal hygiene needs are deodorant(men's
and women's), toothpaste, and tooth brushes.
Anyone having items to donate are asked to
take them to the Need Line office, located at 804
Story Ave., Murray. For more information call 753-6333.
Need Line is a United Way agency.

MHS will issue grades

Murray High School will issue mid-term grades to students to take
home on Tuesday, Feb. 12, according to Dale Reid, principal.
Chorus of Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
have a rehearsal tonight (Thursday), Feb. 7, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Kathy Mowery, director, urges all members to attend.

Astronomers Club will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Byungmin Yoo

Sung and Yoo wedding
vows said in Florida
Ji Yeon (Rachel) Sung and Byungmin (Benjamin) Yoo were married Saturday. Dec. 22. 2001, at the Ritz Carlton. Amelia Island. Fla.
Dr. JerreII White officiated at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. Kwang Won and Mi Kyung Sung
of Seoul. South Korea.
A 1996 graduate of Suhmoon High School in Seoul, she is currently at The Savannah College of Arts and Design pursuing a master's degree in Fashion Design.
The groom is the son of Daesheek and Jungji Yoo of Hazel.
A 1987 graduate of Murray High School, he is a graduate of Western Kentucky University. Bowling Green. and a May 2001 graduate
from the University of Louisville School of Medicine.
Dr. Yoo is currently a family practice resident in Savannah, Ga.

Couple renews vows
at Owens Chapel
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Manning of 118 Rolling Acres Lane, Murray,
celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary on Jan. 28, 2002.
They were married on that date in 1977 by Ralph Bogard at his
home in Murray.
The couple renewed their %ON'S on Sunday. Feb. 3. at Owens
Chapel Baptist Church. neat Kirksey. The Rev. Jim Stom performed
the set-% ice.
A dinner/reception in honor of the couple followed the service.
Hostesses for the ex ent were Doris Green, Pamela McLeod, Michelle
Duvall and Jodi Stone.
Mrs. Manning, the former Cheryl Lewis. is the daughter of Robbie Brittain of Almo and the late Harmon Lewis.
Mr. Manning is the son of the late Hardin Manning and Palace
Manning Hargis.
The couple has one daughter. Jodi Stone and husband. Freddie, of
Hazel. and two' grandchildren. Kristen Wilson and Colton Stone.
Mr. and NI;-s. Manning are planning a trip to Cape Cod, Mass., in
July

Birth
William Harrison
Maddox
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Maddox Jr. are the parents of a son,
William (Will) Harrison Maddox,
born on Thursday. Jan. 31, 2002,
at 2:21 p.m. at Fort Sanders Medical Center, Knoxville, Tenn.
The baby weighed six pounds
eight ounces and measured 19
inches. The mother is the former
Mary Beth Barnes of Knoxville,
Tenn.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
William Eugene Maddox of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Barnes of Knoxville, Tenn.

COMBINED PARTY...Girl Scout Troop 1163 and Brownie Troop 3163 combined their
singing talents by singing to patients at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Girl Scout
organization is a United Way agency.

SIFIRING
gm
.READING
PROGRAM

VW

For Children K-6

SESSIONS BEGIN FEBRUARY 20
Program provides children with
positive reading experiences and:
•Enhances reading skills
•Develops reading comprehension, vocabulary,
oral reading or study skills
•Provides assistance with learning to read
Program provided by MSU's Department ol
Early Childhood & Elementary Education.
Deadline to apply is February 15. Cost is $90
(Fee can be reduced based on financial need)
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR

To ENROLL CALL

762-2500

SEND IN
YOUR
ENTRY FOR
OUR
VALENTINE
CONTEST

THE MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY SMALL BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT CENTER & THE MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNT\
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PRESENTS'

SAFEGUARDING
AGAINST TERRORISM
DATE: February 11, 2002
TIME: 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
LOCATION: MSU Curris Center,
The Barkley Room
FEE: $25.00
SPEAKERS: Jeff Steen,
Environmental Coordinator,
Murray State University
Major Jim Bryant,(Ret.) U.S. Army

Western Kentucky Amateur Astronomers Club will meet on Saturdays, Feb. 9, March 16 and April 13, at 7 p.m. at the observatory
in the Land Between the Lakes. There will be lots of different scopes
to view through and lots of instructors present to answer questions.
If interested in joining the club call 1-270-924-2243 and ask for John
Workman or Don Partain; or email Ross Workman at Planetman@vci.net
or John Holland at yojohn@wkaa.net. This is open to all interested
persons.

AMVETS dinner Saturday

AMVETS Ladies Auxiliary #45 will have its annual Valentine
prime rib dinner Saturday. Feb. 9, at the Post 45, located on Highway 79N near Paris Landing. Prime rib, baked potatoes and salad
will be served for $12.50 per person from 5 to 7:30 p.m. Proceeds
will go to St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.

This Warn:afire session will cover wyeral topics dealing with the threat of
terrorism. Join us tofind out how to Ilse Common sense while Ihwirtg
heightened awareness when faced with such threats.
Pre-registration is advised. Please call our office at
(270) 762-2856 by February 11 to register.
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MHS Alumni to plan reunion
Plans for the second annual All-Class reunion of the Murray City
Schools will be made Friday, Feb. 8, at 2 p.m. in the East Conference Room of the board office on South 13th Street. Persons willing to serve as "contacts" for class groups are urged to attend this
meeting or contact the board office, 753-4363, high school, 753-5202,
or Roy Weatherly, 759-1795.

A

A

Brick-A-Thon scheduled
A group of 19 Murray State University students, including 13 international students and six American students, will be participating in
the Habitat for Humanity Collegiate Challenge in Jacksonville, Fla.,
March 16-23. To raise funds, the students will hold a Brick-A-Thon
at the Murray Wal-Mart Supercenter on Friday, Feb. 8, from 1 to 9
p.m. and Saturday, Feb. 9, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. All proceeds from
this two-day event will go toward supplies for the houses the students will help build. For more information contact Jeff Jenkins at
762-4113, work. or 759-8363, home.
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Dream Factory will meet

Dream Factory of Murray will meet tonight (Thursday), Feb. 7, at
6 p.m. at the AmeriHost Inn. Discussed will be the upcoming softball tournament season, national convention, upcoming dreams and
the Murray and Benton Circus. All interested persons are invited. For
information call Debbie Adams at 436-6295.

1

1

It

CCHS senior parents to meet

The parents of the 2002 graduates of Calloway County High School
will have a Project Graduation meeting tonight (Thursday), Feb. 7, at
6 p.m. in the high school media center. "Please make plans to attend
and support our students," said Nancy F. Dycus, coordinator.

Compassionate Friends to meet

Compassionate Friends will meet tonight (Thursday), Feb. 7, at
7:30 p.m. in private dining room #1 of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is for all persons who have lost a child or young adult
through death. For information call Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 7621274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Christian music Thursday
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Soccer registration planned

an
is

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will have its next session
tonight (Thursday), Feb. 7, from 7 to 9 p.m. at Green Horse Restaurant. This is an outreach ministry, sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Church, and the public is urged to attend.
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have spring soccer registration today (Thursday), Feb. 7, from 4:30 to 7 p.m. and
Saturday, Feb. 9, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Trophy Case on Chestnut Street, Murray. Select team tryout information will be available .
at registration. For applications received after Feb. 9, the applicant
will be placed on a waiting list and onto a team only if needed to
complete the roster.
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Divorce seminar at Good Shepherd

A Divorce Care Weekly Seminar for 13 weeks will begin tonight
(Thursday), Feb. 7, at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. Sessions will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. each week until May 2. To register call 753-5809 or 436-5540.

Is

CCHS Boosters will meet

Calloway County High School Girls Softball Booster Club will
meet tonight (Thursday), Feb. 7, at 5:30 p.m. at the school. All interested persons are invited.

bc

Shrine Club and Ladies will meet

Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of The Nile will meet tonight
(Thursday), Feb. 6, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house on St. Rt. 121
North. A meal will be served. All members are invited.
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TOPICS:
L Anthrax/Biological
2. Bio-chemical Warfart
3. Nuclear Terrorism
4. Potential Threat Analyst
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Mr and Mrs. Joe Manning
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Heathcott presented with special plaque Polycystic Kidney Group meets Saturday

PADUCAH, Ky. — The Ken- people than cystic fibrosis, mus- community and the media.
•Education - educate others bout
tucky Chapter of the Polycystic cular dystrophy, hemophilia. Down
Kidney Disease Foundation will syndrome and sickle cell anemia PKD by hosting educational forums.
•Fundraising - attract individumeet Saturday, Feb. 9, from 2 to • combined," said Angela Hooper,
4 p.m. in Doctors' Building 2, coordinator of the Kentucky Chap- als, corporations and foundations
interested in financially supportAtrium Conference Room, West- ter.
ing PKD research, education,
on
focused
The local chapter is
ern Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
awareness and membership.
folas
are
which
areas
key
five
Gerald Schulman M.D., associ•Action Alert - help lobby for
ate professor of medicine, Divi- lows:
federal funding of PKD
increased
•The Gift of One Another
sion of Nephrology, Vanderbilt Unithe National Institutes
at
research
family
their
and
patients
assist
versity Medical Center, Nashville,
Tenn., will be the speaker. His members by listening to one anoth- of Health.
The public is invited to attend
topic will be Polycystic Kidney - er, providing encouragement and
this
program on Saturday. The chapinformation.
sharing
Disease and Hypertension.
•Public Awareness - foster pub- ter meets each second Saturday
The PKD foundation is the only
organization. worldwide,. devoted lic awareness of PKD and dis- of the month. For information call
to determining the cause, improv- tribute information about the dis- 1-270-395-1384 or visit www.pkding clinical treatment and discov- ease to patients. public, medical cure.org!
ering a cure for PKD.
"This is the most genetic, life
threatening disease affecting more
than 600,000 Americans and an estimated 12.5 million people worldwide, regardless of sex, age, race
or ethnic origin. PKD affects more
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Eldon Heathcott was presented with the "Outstanding Citizen of the Year for 2001" award
at the meeting of Woodmen of
the World Lodge 728 on Jan. 14
at Pagliai's.
This award is presented each
year by the lodge to an outstanding
citizen in the community.
Dr. Heathcott retired in 1996
as professor and chairman of the
Department of Agriculture at Murray State University. He has
received many honorary memberships and distinguished service
awards. He has a wealth of professional experience and has spent
a life time to the betterment of
agriculture.
"The Murray man was named
for this award in appreciation and
recognition of his commendable
service and noteworthy achievement in the community," said Melva
Hatcher, chairman of the committee. In her introduction Hatcher
said "Dr. Heathcott is a very giving and loyal person."
He and his wife, Earldora, reside
at 1511 Henry, Murray. They have
two children, Donna Alexander, a
communications disorder specialist in the Murray City School System, and David Heathcott, a claims
representative for Kentucky Farm
Bureau Insurance of Mayfield. They
also have four grandchildren.

THE IRON PLACE

PRESENTATION MADE.. Dr. Eldon Heathcott (center) holds
the plaque for Outstanding Citizen of the Year 2001 which
was presented by Woodmen of World Lodge 728. Making
the presentation were Dot McNabb (left) and Melva Hatcher. chapter members. The girl pictured in the background
is Dr. Heathcott's granddaughter, Whitney Alexander.
Dr. Heathcott also shared with
the members the satisfaction and
joy he had received in visiting
with the many patients at West View
Nursing Home and Long term Care
Unit of Murray-Calloway County

Writer's Potpourri
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday. Feb. 9, at 9:30 a.m. in the
annex of Calloway County Public
Library.
Charlie York, director, invites
all interested persons to attend.
Poems written by participants
at the January event have been
released as follows:
•
•
•

The Earth
By Wilma J. Sanders
When God created earth
He made it wonderful
Among the constellations
None of them are dull
Earth He gave to humans
To live on and explore
Then we reached into space
As we searched for more
The wonders all around us
Are a constant mystery
From the sky above us
To the changing sea
We go about our lives
Take for granted all the earth
It has always been here
Right from our point of birth
We should open up our eyes
See how beautiful it is
And that it's not ours at all
But is really His.
•••
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It's True of Americans
By Linda M. Siebold
There are many fine folks
Here in the U.S.A.
Who risk their lives for othersMany every day.
Policemen and firemen,
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Hospital.
The lodge will meet Monday.
Feb. II. at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade with Martha Brandon, Theda
Farris and Wally Miller as hostesses

And paramedics, too.
national
Coastguardsmen,
guardsmen,
Soldiers and sailors true:
Our Marines and airmen;-All who help keep us free.
And many "ordinary folks"
Who in the "right place" may
be.
(My apologies if I've omitted
anyone.)
••••

Rain Rain Rain
By Charlie York
It was a rainy night
Dark obscure and lonely
Ghost loomed up before me
that seemed ill fated only.
It was a wild and weird clime
The windshield wipers keeping
time,
Thunder added to the fright
the muse and rhyme.
Why were the Angels unhappy
shedding so many tears.
That produced this night
of doubt and fears.
Water on the road
spread out like a lake.
That reflects images
both real and fake.
The sun came up shinning
Through the misty gray.
Dissipating the ghostly fears
bringing a peaceful happy day.
•••

Cup
By Dorothy Locke Inman
My cup runneth over,
In the early morning dawn.
It has been filled with joy,
this cup that I drink from.
God has blessed me with His

DAR chapter will
honor students

blessings from above.
Because he loved me and you,
He gave to us His only Son.
He has sheltered us with his
love.
I have had so many blessings,
My cup has overflowed so many
times.
That I can't count them all.
I'm just very thankful for
the cup from which I have dined.
•••

Cat and Mouse Games
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
There's a cat in the house
He's watching a mouse
The mouse is on his lonely mind
There's a little gnat
Aggravating the cat
The cat is on his lonely mind
Now the cat just sits and stares
He won't- move a hair
He's afraid that mouse will get
away
But when that little gnat
Bites that old torn cat
He just gets up and stalks away.
Now that little mouse
Is playing in the house
He ain't got nothin' on his mind
He don't even hear
With his two little ears
Thomas walking up on his behind
Olti Thomas opens wide his
jaws
And clamps down with his paws
He know now that he's gonna
dine
On that little mouse
That was playing in the house
Then he walks off with a satisfied mind.

LBL's
Advisory
Board meets
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
Land Between The Lakes Advisory Board will hold its next
meeting on Thursday, Feb. 21.
2002, at Kenlake State Resort
Park in Aurora, Kentucky.
The 17-member board was
formed to provide input and advice
to the Forest Service on means
of promoting public participation
for the Land Between The Lakes
Land and Resource Management
Plan and environmental education. Land Between The Lakes
(LBL) is a 170,000-acre National Recreation Area located in Kentucky and Tennessee.
The agenda includes discussion of the trust fund financial
review, Forest Service community efforts, and comments received
from the public.
The meeting will begin at 8:30
a.m. and is scheduled to end at
3 p.m. Although this meeting is
open to the public, time constraints will not allow for oral statements from the public. Future
meetings may provide opportunities for oral comment.
Written comments directed to
the Advisory Board may be mailed
to: William P. Lisowsky, Area
Supervisor and Advisory Board
DFO, Land Between The Lakes,
100 Van Morgan Drive, Golden
Pond, Ky. 42211. Written comments must arrive by February
.13, 2002, in order for copies to
be provided to the members at
the meeting.
Written comments received
after that date will be provided
to the members after the meeting.

Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 2-4
Monday 9-5

Lakc lbsy. 79.\., tent right at TrollingerliBQ and
mtrage bldgN. On Lakeway Circle Park TV
We'll be lookingfor you!

Sale Sale Sale
Closeout On Winter Merchandise
Special Sale Racks With Selected Tags
Accepting Spring and Summer Consignments

oda
Court Square • Murray, KY 42071 •(270)753-4087

1,0'UCA.

-

GRAND
OPENING

Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation
and

Insurance Services
Office
1702 Highway 121 Bypass in Murray

Friday, February 8, 2002

--/

Give Nbur Vitlentine Something Special —
A Gift eertificate From

The Essential Day Spa

Sean Patrick Clemson, senior of the Sons of American Revoluat Murray High School, and Ben- tion, will be speaker.
,Facials 41, Aromatherapy
,Massage Therapy 41
41
All members and prospective
jamin Swain Williams, senior at
41 Hot Stone Massage
Calloway County High School, members are urged to attend. Host4 Sugaring ofP Manicures/Pedicures ,
.
Hodges
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will
be
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Good
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for
have been selected
1311 Johnson Blvd. • Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0760
Citizenship awards given to sen- and Katie Herndon.
iors each year by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Clemson is the son of Chris
and Cindy Clemson and Williams
OMANCE INN
is the son of John and Susan
Williams.
The students will be guests of
Amerillost
honor at a luncheon by the chapter on Saturday, Feb. 9, at noon
at Boulders Cafe, Chestnut and
Pay-per -view Movies
Indoor Pool R. Whirlpool
North 16th Streets, Murray.
Breakfast
Channels
Premium
Continental
Free
Dr. Thomas Young Hiter, a
'SPECIAL FtATE
member of the Kentucky Society
Plus lax I to 4
reople per

New Spring Merchandise
Is Here!
Arches, Benches, Pottery
& Much More

Open House

1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.

Ribbon Cutting

4:15 p.m.
4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.

Chamber of Commerce
"Business After Hours"
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Shoebox
Sculpture
exhibit open
The Seventh International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition opens this
week in Murray State University's Eagle 'Gallery. This exhibit
showcases the work of 80 sculptors from across the country.
The artists in the Shoebox
Sculpture exhibit were asked to
imagine what they might create
within the space of a shoebox.
"The Seventh International
Shoebox Sculpture Exhibit" will
be on view at Murray State University's Clara M. Eagle Gallery
from through March 10, 2002.
Eagle Gallery is located on the
6th floor of the Doyle Fine Arts
Center. Gallery hours: Monday Friday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m., Tuesdays
and Thursdays until 9 p.m.. Saturday and Sunday 1 - 4 p.m.

Solid Gold Two-Tone
ov*& ri.doco,
Bracelet

SAVE STOREWIDE!
Save like Never Before!
oc,,age. rifickalc,

(14,1G49
Sweetheart Basket with Chocolates
Non-Alcoholic Champagne
Bath Salts for Luxurious 2 Person Whirlpool
-- - - - --- - - I. ----------- - AMER-HOST INN' MURRAY
1210 NORTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
TEL: 270-759-5910
This original Valerittne cernikate must Ise presented upon antral label all ofFebruary.
a
a....aam_a•-.....=-0.--m.am.---:mi-ml-am-,=a=-"•-•••

$99

••
WHIRLPOOL SUIT

1

V Solitaires
6/Bridal Sets
VAnniversary Bands
VDiamond Earrings
VDiamond Pendants

Limit One Per Customer

V Rubies
6/Sapphires
V Emeralds
s/ Wedding Band,
v Pearls & More!

Wall-to-Wall Sell-Out! Nothing Held Back! Hurray! Bring your Friends g Save!
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National Signing Day

Racers reel in 19 for 2002 class
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
In Joe Pannunzio's first 21 games as
Murray State's head football coach, the
Racer defense .has allowed •. an average
of 30.8 points and 416.9 yards per game.
With his third recruiting class at MSU,
Pannunzio hopes to remedy that problem immediately with
13 defensive players —
including eight transfers — among the 19
signees
Murray
announced Wednesday,
the first day that student-athletes could sign
with Division I schools.
-I'm excited about
this recruiting class.
think we addressed PANNUNZIO
some needs that we
hadn't really addressed before," said Pannun/to, whose coaching staff received
scholarship papers from 10 defensive
linemen Wednesday.
"This is the first time that we've
signed -eight or nine defensive linemen,
and we really hit the transfer ranks and
helped ourselves there."
The crux of the Racers' signing crop
can be found in the trenches, beginning
with 6-5, 240-pound defensive end
Aljawaun Golden of Coahoma (Ga.) Community College.
The Atlanta native chose Murray State
over Tennessee State, Middle Tennessee.

Kentucky and Southeast Missouri, and
Pannunzio likes his 4.7-second,speed in
the 40-yard dash.
Golden led Coahoma with 11 sacks
last season.
Marcurs rohnson, a 6-2, 285-pound
defensive tackle and an original Pannunzio recruit at Auburn, transferred to
Murray this semester along with four
other players — wide receiver Deandre
Green, tight end Jimmy St. Louis, cornerback Michael hanley and defensive
back Davin Roberts — in time to be
eligible to participate in spring drills.
Pannunzio said Johnson. a native of
Jacksonville, Fla., should make an immediate impact with his 4.8 speed in the
40.
Also entering the mix at defensive
tackle are Everette Howard (6-1, 290)
of Holmes (Miss.) Community College
and Matthew Dennis(6-1, 300)of Itawamba (Ga.) Community College. Dennis
collected 40 tackles and three sacks last
season.
In addition, the Racers inked five
more defensive linemen-out of high'schoot:
Douglas Fashaw. a 6-4. 220-pound end
from Deerfield Beach, Fla.; Cory Farris,
a 6-2. 220-pound end from Louisville
Male; Jerome Burley, a 6-0, 260-pound
tackle from Lithonia, Ga.; Sadrack St.
Louis, a 6-3. 285-pound tackle from
Bradenton, Fla.; and Vincent James, a
6-6, 285-pound tackle from Avondale,
La.

PAM

2002 MSU Signees
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Jimmy Baxter
Jerome Burley
Ricardo Clark.
Matthew Dehnis
Brandon Dixson
Cory Farris
Douglas Fashaw
Aliawuan Golden
Joshua Grant
Deandre Green
Marcus Johnson
Michael Hanley
Everrette Howard
Vincent James
Marcus Jewett
Brett Mask
'
Davin Roberts
Jimmy St. Louis
Sadrack St. Louis
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DT
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DE
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6-1
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6-2
6-5
6-3
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Jr
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"You really need to have four defensive tackles, and I think that's where it
all starts," Pannunzio said. "To me, you
can't win championships unless you play
great defense, and you can't pay great
defense without having a great defensive line."
Hanley. the 1998 Kentucky Mr. Football runner-up from Owensboro Apollo,
transferred to Murray from Indiana, where
he was the Hoosiers' Special Teams Player of the Year and a starting cornerback
as a freshman.
Hanley, a 6-1, 185-pounder with 4.5
speed, will be a junior at MSU.
Roberts, meanwhile, will be expected
to replace senior free safety Jeremy
Davis, who was the Racers' third-lead-

ing tackler with 58.5 stops while intercepting a team-high four passes.
Roberts, a 6-2, 200-pound native of
Picayune. Miss. with 4.5 speed, picked
off four passes and made 93 tackles last
year at Pearl River (Miss.) Community
College, and Pannunzio considers him
the future quarterback of the secondary.
On the offensive side of the ball,
Pannunzio thinks Green's transfer to Murray from Auburn was a huge coup for
the Racers.
A member of the Southeastern Conference's 1999 All-Freshman Team, the
6-1, 215-pound Green had four seasons
with1,000 receiving yards as a high
school All-American in Prichard, Ala.
Green is expected to take over MSU's
No. 1 receiver role vacated by the graduation of Michael Slater, and Pannunzio
said Green — who he compares to Michael
Irvin — could even leave for the NFL
after his junior year.
"We felt we needed a dominant wide
receiver, and Green is better than we
thought we would ever get," said Pannunzio, who noted that Green has fit in
well in Murray.
"He never smiled at Auburn, and he
had some problems there, but since he's
been here, he's been a different kid.
This is a perfect move for him."
The 6-5, 250-pound Jimmy St. Louis,
another Pannunzio recruit from Auburn,
and Jimmy "Bo" Baxter, a 6-2, 240pounder from Tupelo, Miss., will be

asked to step into the void at tight end
left behind by senior captain Josh McKee!.
Following last year's 4-6 record —
the Race.rs' first losing campaign since
1994 — this recruiting class and the
knowledge that MSU lost its eight games
to Division !-AA opponents by an average score of 25-24 has provided Pannunzio with plenty of optimism.
"With as many kids as we have coming back, we should be able to have a
pretty good football team," said Pannunzio,
who expects to add four or five more
signees over the next few days.
"We had a disappointing season and
we lost some close games, but we have
a chance to be pretty good if we can
Just fill some holes."
Pannunzio also announced Wednesday
that the Racers will open the 2002 schedule with a trip to Conference-USA member Memphis Aug. 31.
"We want to play one of those games
(against a Division I-A0 school) every
year, and we're very excited about it,"
Pannunzio said.
Murray State's 11-game docket currently includes six home games, and
Pannunzio and athletic director E.W. Dennison would like to add a 12th game
— possibly at home — to eliminate a
two-week layoff during the end of September and the start of October.

Hedges inks with WKU
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
As an old saying goes. a little hard work goes a long way.
For Jon Hedges, that way
stretches to Bowling Green, Ky.
Following a four-year career
as a standout fullback and linebacker at Murray High School,
the 6-1, 215-pound senior signed
scholarship papers on Wednesday
to continue his football career at
Western Kentucky University.
"My goal for the last four
years has been to play college
football:: Hedges after joining
many of the country's other prep
stars in inking a letter of intent
on national signing day. "I've
dedicated myself in the weight
room and worked harder than
anybody on this (Murray High)
team to get to this point, and
now I've reached my goal."
Known throughout the First
Region as a tough, hard-nosed
player. Hedges earned All-West
Kentucky Conference honors in
leading the Tigers to a 9-3 record
last fall.
Despite playing in only nine
games due to injury. Hedges still

compiled impressive numbers on
Also credit an assist to WKU
both sides of the ball in 2001 head coach Jack Harbaugh, whose
— rushing for 564 yards on 102 presence was a big factor in
attempts(5.5 yards per carry) while Hedges' decision.
leading the way for a host of
"Western Kentucky is a great
MHS tailbacks on the offensive program that is capable of winend and notching 69 tackles, 23 ning a national championship. I
assists, three sacks and three fum- want to win, and I'm going to
ble recoveries from his middle line- be in a winning program," Hedges
backer post.
noted. "Coach Harbaugh is the
He w8 often the Tigers' emo- best thing that's ever happened
tional leader, whether on the field to Western Kentucky. He's a big
or off.
reason that I'm going there."
"This is a big day for the Hedges
Hedges will have a familiar
family." said MHS head coach face to turn to this fall, as he
Rick Fisher. "Jon's paid the price will he rooming with former Calto get to this point, and now he's loway County defensive standout
reaping the rewards."
Joe Dolchan, who also signed
Western and Southeastern Con- scholarship papers on Wednesday
ference member Arkansas were to attend the Bowling Green
Hedges' top choices in the recruit- school.
ing process. He also received
"I've gotten to know Joe over
interest from Murray State. Union the last four years," said Hedges.
University. Ohio University, East- "We .both took our visit to Western Kentucky, Georgetown Col- ern Kentucky on the same weeklege and -Campbellsville.
end, and we've become pretty good
But, in the end, the Hilltop- friends ... It's good to know that
pers' winning tradition and a I'll have someone from Murray
chance to play early in his col- around when I get over there."
legiate career were the deciding
The Hilltoppers will start
factors for Hedges. who plans to Hedges as a long snapper during
major in physical education at the 2002 season, with a possible
WKU.
chance at a starting linebacker posi-

SCOTT NANNEYL edger & Times photo

SIGN HERE...Murray High senior Jon Hedges (center) signed scholarship papers Wednesday
to attend Western Kentucky University. Joining him are his parents, Janice and Joe, and his
brother, Jeff (second from left, standing. The Hedges family is surrounded by a host of Tiger
coaches and MHS administrators.
tion going entering his sophomore year.
"They've told me that the long
snapper job is mine if everything
goes
as
planned.Hedges
explained. "They eventually want
me to play as an •outside linebacker. but they've never closed

the door on playing me at fullback ... I like playing defense.
but it doesn't really matter to me
as long as I get to play."
Hedges is the first MHS player to sign scholarship papers, but
Fisher said more of the Class of
2002 could be joining him in the

collegiate ranks soon.
"It means a lot to these kids
and to the program to see a guy
like Jon make it to the next level,"
Fisher claimed. "We've got a great
program here, and that's a credit to these kids and how hard
they've worked."

Dolchan signs with 'Toppers

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

MOVING ON...Calloway County senior Joe Dolchan (center) signed scholarship papers
Wednesday to attend Western Kentucky University. Joining him are his parents, Marie and
Joseph Dolchan (right), Laker head football coach Joe Stonecipher (far left) and CCHS
Principal Yvette Pyle.

By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Joe Dolchan was looking for something new,
and he found it at Western Kentucky.
Calloway County's all-state defensive tackle signed
to play football with the Hilltoppers Wednesday,
spurning an offer from Murray State and interest
from Ohio, Wake Forest. Louisville and Georgetown.
"I chose Western because I'd like to leave (home)
and I like the people there," said Dolchan, a 6-4,
240-pounder who led the Lakers in tackles as a
sophomore and a senior. "Their program has stepped
up the last couple of years, and I'd like to step
up with them and hopefully stand out."
The choice to gain some independence in Bowling Green will also result in a new experience for
Dolchan: learning how to play defensive end.
Dolchan earned All-West Kentucky Conference
honors three times as well as a first-team all-state
selection from The (Louisville) Courier-Journal this
past fall for his play in between the tackles.
However, WKU head coach Jack Harbaugh and
his assistants feel Dolchan, who runs the 40-yard
dash in 4.9 seconds, can be used as a rusher off

the edge.
"They say I have the footspeed to play defensive end, but they're just going to have to teach
me how to play the position; I know the tempo
is a whole lot faster in college," said Dolchan,
who earned honorable mention all-state status from
The Courier-Journal the previous two seasons.
Having watched Dolchan handle double- and tripleteams and adjust to different alignments in Calloway's defense, Laker head coach Joe Stonecipher
is confident that Dolchan will make the transition.
"He's been the workhorse of our defensive line,"
said Stonecipher of Dolchan, who also played offensive tackle. "He's been the player that has allowed
our linebackers to make uncontested hits.
"He was a marked man because he was double-teamed and people tried to run away from him,
but we moved him around and created some problems for our opponents' blocking schemes."
Dolchan will be joined by a familiar face at
Western, as Murray High linebacker Jon Hedges
also signed with WKU Wednesday.
"I didn't find out about that until the other day.

II See Page 9

Racers hope to interupt Tech's record season
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Today's matchup between Murray State and Tennessee Tech has
the look and feel of many past
February games in Murray.
With an Ohio Valley Conference championship already secured,
the focus is on finishing the regular season strong and preparing
for tournament play.
Only this time, it's not the Rac-

ers who find themselves in the
catbird seat with only a handful
of games remaining.
Entering today's 7:30 p.m.
matchup, the Golden Eagles (174, 10-0 OVC) have the opportunity to accomplish something even
many of the great MSU teams
never have — finishing OVC play
unbeaten.
And the Racers (11-1I, 5-5)
may be the only team standing in

Tech's way on its road to a conference crown and an unblemished
16-0 league mark.
Following tonight's battle, the
Golden Eagles have road games
remaining at Tennessee-Martin (Saturday) and Eastern Illinois while
facing Morehead State, Austin Peay
and Tennessee State at home
Meanwhile. Murray — which
enters today's play on a two-game
winning streak after back-to-back

road wins over Tennessee-Martin
and Tennessee State — is battling
for one of the league's top four
seeds for the tournament.
However, MSU must find a way
to ground the Golden Eagles, who
blasted Eastern Kentucky 71-48 on
Monday and already owns a win
over the Racers this season.
Murray visited the Eblen Center on Jan. 10, falling 78-59 in
game which Tech shot 54.9 per-

cent for the contest and led by as
many as 21 points.
Despite playing on their home
floor this time, the task may be
even more difficult for the Racers considering the loss of 7-1
center Andi Hornig and back-up
guard Rashard Harris to injuries.
The losses have left Murray
with just seven scholarship players and one walk-on available.
But that fact alone is not damp-

ening the Racers' optimism against
the conference's best team.
"We've just got to come out
and play hard and show them that
we're not out of anything yet,"
said Victor, whose heroics helped
the Racers overcome a late threepoint deficit on Monday at TSU
to defeat the Tigers 87-84. "We
want to let (Tennessee Tech) know
that they can't bury us because
we're not dead yet."
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Sponsored By:

By The Associated Press
Kentucky signed 21 football
recruits on Wednesday, the first
day of the national signing period, despite recent NCAA penalties handed down because of rules
violations in the football program.
Of Kentucky's signees, 18 were
high school players and three were
junior college transfers.
Under the NCAA sanctions
announced last week, Kentucky
only will be allowed to offer 16
of a maximum 25 scholarships in
2002, 18 in 2003 and 22 in 2004.
According to Kentucky football
spokesman Tony Neely, the Wildcats were below the 16 scholarship limit because:
-Junior college linebacker
Kamaal Ahmad of NE Oklahoma

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency"
901

Sycamore

753-8355

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Calloway County Lakers (14-6, 4-2)
Player
0
Pt,.
Avg.
Mitchell McClure
20
329
165
Jimmy Bynum
301
20
15.1
Seth Barrow
130
20
65
Clay Lamb
130
20
65
Terry Adams
111
20
56
Jay Boggess
19
103
5.4
Todd Sexton
76
3.8
20
Logan Walker
18
62
3.4
Roger Jones
21
10
2.1
Chase Futrell
13
7
1.9
David Crouch
4
5
1.3
Nathan Jones
18
12
07
Cory Siress
6
3
05
Mark Anderson
5
2
04
Jay Wyatt
5
2
04
Team
20
1,300
65.0
Opponents
1,111
20
55.6
Murray Lady Tigers (17-6, 1-2)
Player
Pts.
C
Avg.
Paige Adlich
22
340
15.5
Ashley Tripp
22
274
12.5
Sherrie Sexton
23
10.4
239
Delanda Olive
23
205
8.9
Ashley Patterson
129
22
59
Lisa Thurman
104
23
4.5
Rachael Williams
1
2
2.0
Chelsee Thompson
1.7
3
5
Carley Faughn
14
14
1.0
Breanna Volp
12
15
0.8
Allison Cross
9
0.8
7
Bre Sykes
3
2
0.7
Allysia Hood
11
5
0.5
Dee Martin
9
02
2
Katie Wagoner
9
2
0.2
Shama Mannott
9
0
0.0
4
Davina Anderson
0
0.0
1
Katie Garland
0
00
Cassie Scarborough
1
0
00
Team
1,342
23
58.3
Opponents
23
1,006
43.7

Calloway Co. Lady Lakers (13-8,
Player
G
Pts.
Whitney Ragsdale
21
276
Felisha Prescott
21
180
Shameka Dial
21
112
Carley Williams
21
109
Kelly Taylor
15
53
Kacee Stonecipher 21
74
Lindsey White
19
62
Katie Ross
20
53
Heather Macha
11
6
Tiffany Cunningham 13
23
Brittany Lamb
10
17
Ashley Chadwick
13
22
Carrie Radke
8
10
Meagan Rogers
18
20
Andrea Loveless
5
1
Kalyn Fox
2
3
Team
21
1,026
Opponents
21
948
Murray Tigers (12-10, 4-1)
Player
Pt,.
G
Kwen Trice
22
352
Daryl Cole
278
22
Blake Rayburn
22
229
Tom Masthay
22
220
Matt Kelleher
22
136
Dylan Vole
22
120
Mark Daniel
18
37
Sean McElrath
10
14
Erwin
Kyle
12
11
Tim Masthay
1
2
Cory Zirbel
5
1
Jordan Kelleher
10
1
Josh Dunn
8
0
Corey Perdue
7
Chris Bradley
6
0
Dustin Barnett
5
0
Team
22
1,414
Opponents
22
1,359

2-2)
Avg.
13 1
86
53
5.2
3.5
3.5
3.3
2.7
1.8
1.8
1.7
17
1.3
1.1
0.2
15
48.9
45.1

but it'll be nice to know somebody there and have somebody to
talk to without having to introduce myself," Dolchan said of his
high school rival.
Dolchan also earned secondteam all-state recognition from The
Asssociated Press as a junior as
CCHS went 7-4 and finished sec-

SportsBriefs
The Murray High School football
awards banquet will be held March 2
at 6 p.m in the Curris Center at Murray State University.
Advance tickets ($15 per person)
may be purchased until Feb. 15 by
contacting Leslie Boone at 759-1180
or Regina Hudspeth at 759-4499. No
tickets will be sold at the door.
The Mayfield-Graves County Baseball-Softball Association will hold registration on the following dates: Feb.
23, March 2 and March 9 from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Feb. 24, March 3 and
March 10 from 1-4 p.m.
Registration sessions will be held
at Wal-Mart, Hibbett Sports and Red
Bird Lanes in Mayfield. The batting
cages will be open during registration.
The 6-and-under baseball-softball teams
will hit off a tee this season.
For more information, call Jim Melton
at 270-247-2871 or Susan Jackson at
270-328-8409. Any
adult
men's,
women's or coed softball teams that
want to play in the Mayfield leagues
should call Pat Powers at 270-2511227 or 270-247-8145.

Avg.
160
12.6
104
10.0
6.2
5.5
21
1.4
0.9
0.5
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
84.3
81.8

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Tennessee is accustomed to winning at least 20 games and having a chance to beat rival Kentucky.
Under first-year coach Buzz
Peterson, the Volunteers (12-10,
5-4 Southeastern Conference) have
struggled to get to .500, lost close
game after close game and then
lost starter Ron Slay for the season.
Now, Tennessee has won a season-high four straight games after
beating the seventh-ranked Wildcats 76-74 in overtime Wednesday night.
The win moved the Vols into
a tie for third in the SEC East
with Kentucky and behind Georgia and Florida with seven games
left.
"We're trying to get back to
where we've been with all our
wins," said Marcus Haislip, who
scored 24 points, including the
game-winner in overtime. "Now
we're winning ballgames, and I
think people are proud of us now."
Tennessee has gotten back on
the winning side with plenty of
drama.
Slay tore a knee ligament last
month in a win over then-No. 8
Syracuse. Tennessee lost by 18 to
South Carolina and have won every

Photographs, computer disks and
other information provided to The Murray Ledger & Times sports department
may be picked up following publication at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave
For more information, call Mike
Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext. 23.

ond in the Class 3A First District.
The Lakers went 8-3 and captured the district championship with
a 5-0 record in Dolchan's sophomore year before going 4-6 last
season.
-Well, I've signed my life away,
but it's a big relief," the normally stoic Dolchan said. "I may not
show it, but I'm very' excited.
"I've had fun even though we
didn't have much success last year.
"There have been a lot of good
players here who put in a lot of
hard work, and it paid off for
me. Now I have four or five more
years of hard work to go."

CAFE

E

game since, the last three by a
total of seven points.
"We had a bumpy road to get
to this point," Tennessee's Vincent Yarbrough said. "Our team
has learned to play through adversity, through players not being
there and players being hurt."
Against Kentucky, the Vols were
without Slay's replacement, Brandon Crump, because of a virus.
Then point guard Jenis Grindstaff
hurt his left knee in the second
half and had to sit out the rest
of the game.
"They've been through an awful
lot and have kept their courage,"
Peterson said.
The Wildcats led most of the
game until midway through the
second half, but needed a 3-pointer to send the game into overtime.
In overtime, Kentucky went
ahead 74-72 on an inside basket
by Chuck Hayes with 2:05 left.
Thaydeus Holden, who had missed
a free throw late in regulation,
then made two from the line to
tie it with 50 seconds to go.
Tayshaun Prince, who finished
with 22 points for Kentucky, lost
the ball out of bounds on the next
possession, and Haislip put in his
own missed shot at the other end
for the lead.

Michigan and Alabama.
"We signed some players who
can run and we went for size
where we needed it," said Kidd,
who will begin his 39th season at
the school in the fall. "We didn't
go after any receivers, running
backs or kickers because we have
numbers at all of those positions."
Western Kentucky signed 14
players, including 13 high school
players and one junior college
transfer. Six of the players are
from Kentucky, including two from
Bowling Green High School.
Western finished the 2001 season 8-4 overall and 5-2 and tied
for second in its first year in the
Gateway Conference, reaching the
NCAA 1-AA playoffs for the third
time in the last five seasons.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
514.95*
(*On most cars & trucks)

( We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren. Owner

15 Years In Business
Perry Warren. Manager

(270)674-5530 • Melber. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12' footing
tooting
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
0. Anchor bolts in
concrete
piat
rete
t:rs
Treated bottom
F. Constr yr.
studs
0.7/16" O.S.B.
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

tiV;e'eT11

/

4

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft. O.C.
J. 1/2" plywood/0 S.B.
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

COMPARE OUR

QUALITY & VALUE
Deluxe Models - vinyl siding
$4025
1 1 2 CAR (12x201
$4825
2 CAR 118x20)
$5129
LARGE CAR (22x22i
S5325
2 1 2 CAR i24x24i
$5925
LARGE 2 1 2 CAR 124x30i
$7275
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)

1 1 2Defuse
R Modelsw hardboard siding
2 CAR (18x201
LARGE CAR (22x22)
2 V2 CAR (24x24)

LARGE 2 1/2 CAR 124301
LARGE 3 CAR (30x30)

54525
55225
$5325
55675
56425
57675

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT - CALL US - WE WONT BE UNDERSOLD

INTRODUCING....BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Custom Built - Buy Or Rent To 0wW

HOURS:

11 a.m.- Midnight
Monday through Saturday
l1
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UK sips 21 despite sanctions

SCOREBOARD

David King
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SUNDAY
A.M.- 8

On The Run,& Having Fun!

Try our new Cajun specials or our Soup of the Day.
Phone for Take Out Orders

759-8866

M•111•••11•11111MMEIIIIMMIIIIIIII

753-9132
Serving You For 40 Years

Program out number in all your family's cell phones for promptservice.

COACHES
AAAERIC
.AN
C.ANCER VS. CANCER
SOCIETY

L-TTIE!!TLT'!
Murray State Men's & Women's Basketball
Raise Money for the American Cancer Society
& Coaches vs. Cancer
EAT OUT AT THE FOLLOWING RESTAURANTS:

2-9-02-The Big Apple
2-12-02-Mr. Gatti's
2-19-02-Sirloin Stockade

ir
er

Each of the above restaurants will give 10% of their profits to the American
Cancer Society on behalf of the Murray State Basketball programs sponsors
of the Coaches vs. Cancer campaign.
Support their efforts to raise money for the American Cancer Society by
patronizing the Big Apple Cafe, Mr. Gatti's & Sirloin Stockade.

For more information on
Coaches vs. Cancer,
call 1-800-ACS-2345

ket" ISHE
A Partnership of the American
Cancer Society and the National
Association of Basketball Coaches

George King has never traveled the conventional road especially not when it comes to his choice of careers!
Whether serving the community as a Murray Police Officer,
although he's retired now, or in his current role as courier
for The Murray Bank, George's days are never boring!
When he's not zooming around taking care of very
important tasks for the bank, George enjoys spending
time on his cycle, gardening and watching classic movies.
George is just another reason The Murray Bank is how
banking should be.

e
hrray Bank
How Banking Should Be

753-LOAN

fan
two,,,

Member FDIC
If
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Special events for 104th anniversary of Ft. Donelson campaign
Day)8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Special to the Ledger

In 2001, Fort Donelson National

DOVER,Tenn. — Fort Donelson
National Battlefield, located in

Battlefield was included in the

Dover, Tenn., preserves the remains

National

of a Confederate fort and earthworks, a surrender site and national

the second site to be nominated in

cemetery.

the National Park Service's South

One of 376 national parks, this
battlefield commemorates the 1862

East Region.

UniOn victory by General Ulysses S.
Grant over Confederate forces under
General Simon B. Buckner. The
park is open daily (except Christmas

Underground

Railroad

Network to Freedom Program - only

With this prestigious distinction
comes the mission to educate visitors about the complex history of the
Underground Railroad, its importance in American history, and how

its legacy has shaped our nation's
future. New exhibits, special events
and brochures are planned to

Fort Donelson National Battlefield 140th Anniversary Honor
Battlefield, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., (USA) and 9th KY (USA) will
Saturday, and 10 a.m.-3 p.m., demonstrate Civil War soldier life.
Musket fixing demonstrations. Fort
Sunday.
• February 15 — The Origin of a Donelson National Battlefield, 10
Park. Local historian and Austin a.m.-4 p.m., Saturday, and 10
Peay State University professor of a.m.-3 p.m., Sunday.
• March 9 & 10 — Civilian
history Dr. Betty J. Wallace will discuss the creation of Fort Donelson Show. Southern Refugee Society
Park. Stewart County Public presents
in
demonstrations
Library, 7 p.m. Book signing imme- domestic arts and Civil War-era
diately follows.
food preparation. Dover Hotel, 10
• February 16 & 17 — a.m.-4 p.m.
• March 15 — The Other Victory
Encampment. 50th Tennessee
at Fort Donelson. Dr. John
Cimprich, professor of history at
Thomas More College, will lecture
on the impact of the HenryDonelson victories for AfricanAmericans. Stewart County Public
Library, 7 p.m.
• March 23 & 24 —
Kennesaw
Encampment.
Mountain Artillery Crew. Contact
the Visitor Center for times of
scheduled cannon firing demonstrations.
• April 13 — A Commander on
Trial: Ulysses S. Grant at Fort
Donelson. Dr. John Y. Simon,
executive director of the Ulysses
S. Grant Papers, will lecture on
Grant's military victory at Henry &
Donelson. Stewart County Public
Library, 7 p.m. Book signing immediately follows.
• April 18 — Fort Donelson and
the Underground Railroad. Join us
as we commemorate the park's
National
inclusion
the
to
Underground Railroad Network to
Freedom Program. Reception at
the Stewart County Public Library,
MENS
7 p.m.
JEANS
DESIGNER
Top American Designer'
• May 4 — Civil War in
Tennessee. Join Dr. Carol Bucy,
professor at Volunteer State
0Reg. 49
3
$
Community College, as she discusses the war's impact for
Tennesseans. Visitor Center, 11
YOUNG MENS
a.m. and 2 p.m.
JEANS
SILVERTAB'
• May 4 & 5 — Civil War Life.
5 Pocket Style
Members of the Southern Refugee
Society will demonstrate quilt mak0 Reg 48
11
ing, knitting or food preservation.
Visitor Center, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
• May 27 — Memorial Day
JUNIOR
Ceremonies. Special services to
ALVIN KLEIN° JEAN
commemorate those who fought
Flare Leg Style.
for our country. National Cemetery,
2 p.m.
• June 14 — Co. Aytch:
'34'
Memoirs of a Confederate Soldier.
One-man performance by actor,
teacher and director Bobby Funk.
Sponsored by the Friends of Fort
Donelson Campaign. Stewart
County High School Annex, 7 p.m.
Meet the artist at the Visitor
Center, June 15, 10 am.- noon.
et*
• July 6 & 7 — Civil War Exhibit.
Civil War gunboat models, original
naval weapons, accouterments
ifesza •
and soldiers' personal effects on
display. Visitor Center, Saturday &
Sunday, 10 am.- 4 p.m.
• July 12 — Key to the
Dr.
Heartland.
Confederate
Benjamin Cooling, professor of
history at the Industrial College of
the Armed Forces, National
Defense University, will speak
about the importance of the
Campaign for Forts Henry and
88
18
$
Donelson. Stewart County Public
Solids ONLY '13'
Reg to '38
Library, 7 p.m. Book signing immediately follows.
• August 9 — The Wizard of the
Saddle. Join Dr. Brian Wills, professor of history at Clinch Valley
College, for a lively lecture about
Nathan Bedford Forrest. Stewart
County Public Library, 7 p.m.
Author will be available for book
signings at the park's gift shop, 10
am.-noon on August 10.
• August 30-September 1 —
Civil War Era Exhibit. Over 150
items, including women's, men's
and children's clothing, jewelry
and photographs. Visitor Center,
Lots of Great Colors'
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
• August 31 & September 1 —
Labor
Day
Weekend
The
Encampment.
50th
Tennessee (CSA) will be camped
at the fort. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Saturday, and 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sunday.
• September 14 & 15 —
Civilians in the Civil War. Step
back into the 19th century! The
Southern Ladies Refugee Society
will have demonstrations at the
Visitor Center, 10 am.- 4 p.m.
• September 14 — CW
Preservation in Tennessee. Fred
Prouty
with the Tennessee
Historical Commission will speak
Styles'
Great
Lots of
Reg to '39'
on the status of statewide preservation efforts. Visitor Center, 1
p.m.
• October 26 & 27 — Southern
Refugee Society. Ladies will
demonstrate a variety of domestic
arts skills and Civil War-era food
preparation. Dover Hotel, 10 a.m.4 p.m.
• December 7 — Christmas at
the Dover Hotel. Enjoy the sights,
sounds and smeils of a Civil War
Christmas. Open house, 10 a.m.-1
Selected designers & shoes excluded. Not %mild with any
2t1CV02 12704
p.m., Petty Street, Dover, Tenn.
other coupon or offer. E
a

Take part to celebrate the 140th
anniversary of the Battles of Forts
Henry & Donelson.
All programs are free and open
Special events are planned to
to the public. Be sure to check our
commemorate the 140th anniversary Web site (www.nps.govflodo) or
of the Campaign for Fort Donelson. call (931) 232-5706 for an updated
or changes to
For more information about these listing of all events
this schedule.
events, check out our Web site
• February 9 & 10 —
(www.nps.gov/fodo) or contact Encampment. Demonstrations by
the 24th Tennessee Infantry
(931) 232-5706.
(CSA). Fort Donelson National
explain the significance of this
important event to visitors.
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Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri 11 a.m.
Mon 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Pans
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

VISA
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & AN s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.00 Column Inch,60ci Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
'Al! 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Pur,.:
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
i2.50 extra for Shopper iTuectiataifiedx go into Shopping (xuttlet r2.50 extra tor blind box ad.

The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
060

Notice

060

Nolo Wonted

ATTENTION PARENTS:
Is your home a heathly
home? Let's stop poisoning our children, our environment and ourselves. To
more
out
find
visit:
http.//miones themom
team.com/
NOW forming Monday Nite
Winter 8 Ball League at
Breaktime Billiards
759-9303

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

MOM!! Stay at home AND
earn income!! No selling,
inventory, home parties,
product delivery Supporting
and
encouraging
MOMS to reach their
goals.
Register
at
http://nones.themom
team.com/
PART-TIME cashier all
shifts required. Expereince
Helpful. Duties including
running cash register, customer service. Apply in
person. No phone calls
please.
Murphy USA
807N. 12th
in front of Wal-mart.

RN NEEDED
RN needed PRN for 14-20 hrs/wk. Every
other weekend and 2 afternoons.
Experience required.
Send or Bring Resume to

MEDICAL CENTER
300 South 8th Street, Ste 480W
Murray, KY 42071

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED
Successful applicant will need to be
able to control labor cost, food cost,
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experience and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonic
of Murray. 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calk please.

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
(2701 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

i HIS MO:\
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HIGHLIGHT SPECIAL

$32.00

Offer good thru 21:2}01:

I

Bring in this ad for 10%011
haircare products vs:/perm.

,,n

.ong hair & loll wraps slightly h

trz• Family Haircare

Please send resume to:
PO Box 1040-P
Murray, KY 42071

SN'i Suite C N. 12th St.(located behind Still‘‘
Olympic Plaza. Murray • 753-0542

C)AAMILT0N-RYIS,ER
CO5•lf„ , 11

Lost and Found
FOUND Bassett Hound
on Hwy 641 with orange
collar 339-9399 or 7537676
FOUND: Cream -colored
medium sized female dog
in the vicinity of 16th &
Sycamore Streets. Wearing a collar, but no ID tag
Call 753-2586 or 753-3171
LOST in town Long hair
bushy tail gray and white
patches Gos by puss
puss. 753-1693.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger 8. Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

BLADES SALON
Immediate opening for
Hair Stylist. Inquire at
1304 Chestnut St., Murray
or call 270-753-7132.
CLEANING service
seeking a few good people Quick advancements
and can lead to supervisor
placement Apply by appointments only Call Bev759-4222.
erly
leave
name, phone number and
message for calling
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
No experience needed
First year drivers with
Werner earn $700+ per
week plus great benefits
Training is now available
in your area! Get your career in gear Call today toll
free 1-800-242-7364
DRIVERS
Keep America Rolling
Falcon Transportation
Wants Students NOW'
2 Wk CDL Training
Available
Call 1-800-958-2353

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

PART-TIME LPN needed
for busy medical office
Send resume with references to: P 0 Box 463, Murray, KY 42071
Restaurant crew members needed for all positions for all shifts. Apply
in person at sonic drive
In. 217 S. 12th St. no
phone calls please.
Sales Representative
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS continues its
rapid growth We seek career-minded
individuals
who are looking for a
GREAT opportunity.
You will be working with
new and existing customers primarily by telephone
in our Murray office if you
are outgoing, confident,
entoy working with people,
have excellent phone skills
and want a rewarding
challenge. please apply.
Excellent pay and benefits
with a bonus incentive
plan included.
Send resume to. SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS.
ATTN Human Resources.
106 Max Hurt Drive. Murray, KY 42071

Ulla Ow
Stash h.
:aloe Ftd a nni tome
lir*lit Onaliadi AIN 'win ire Naps we ea !Ill
Owen turfcaNyte,
-

Hamilton-Ryker is currently accepting
applications for a Maintenance
Technician in the Paris area.

Apply in our Paris Office at
412 Tyson Ave.
or call 731-644-2373
for more information.

NURSING ASSISTANTS
Join Westview's Long Term Care Team.
now hiring Nursing Assistants. Training
will be provided. Great benefits package. Positions for 7-3, 3-11 and 4-7 p.m.
Apply in person at Westview, 1401
South 16th St.. Murray, KY 42071.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Al

.411,

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

751cirw healthcare new place..
COLLECTIONS MANAGER/
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Western Kentucky's leading payday Advance
Co. is hiring immediately for the position ot
Collections Manager/Customer Service Agent
for our Murray. Ky location:
Requirements:
- Good work history
- Reliable transportation
- Collections & customer service experience
Benefits are as follows:
- Competitive wages
- Monthly bonus program
- Paid holidays & vacations
- Medical insurance

SELL IT.

ileek s'NAN

REISigt_CA-1

Applicant must have electrical background working with 3 phase circuits,
relays, switches and PCL's.

753-1916

A:MI bre

“JILAM

Please mail resume to:
-

LEDCFRSIT
IMEN
(270) 753-1916

Manager
P.O. Box 976
Mayfield, KY 42066

112111 Appliances

Part•Time Ofrce Help Needed
For Growing Medical Practice
Approx. 20-30 hours weekly;
afternoons and
Saturdays.
Requires excellent computer
and communication skills.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-E
Murray,KY 42071

REGISTERED NURSE
Full-time in Critical Care lint
7 p.m. - 7 a.m. shift
JPMC offers a excellent benefit package,
i,xcellent salary, shift and weekend differentials.
Interested candidates should send resumes to:

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
Attn: Human Resources Departmen•
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
(Fax: 270-251-4443,
EOE N1N/F/D

Nurse Practitioner or
Physician Assistant
ARNP or PA-C needed for physician
office. Needed for 32-36 hours per
week. Excellent benefits and
compensation package available.

1

Help Wanted

FOR Sale Washer/ Dryer
Refrigerator and range
753-4684
160

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.
BUYER of standing timber.
Pine & Hardwood Phone
Eugene Bustle 731-5841177 or 270-519-1322
BUYING Households and
Estates (270)492-8308
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
ELECTRIC base board
heaters, frost free refrigerators, electric stoves, good
used carpeting and air
conditioners 753-4109.
USED WEDDING
DECOR. 759-0363
LEAVE MESSAGE
150
Articles
For Sale
30" White Range hood.
like new $75 (731)4988950

DISH Network Satellite
System buy one. get one
free. Plus 3 free months of
programming. Call 759100
0901
for more information.
Business
DISNEY area 7 day, 6
Opportunity
night hotel stay. Paid
$600.sell for $199.
HOMEWORKERS
(270)846-8013.
Needed
$635 weekly processing ENTIRE COLLECTIONS.
mail Easy' No experience BEAUTIFUL PORCELAIN
needed
DOLLS, ANGELS COSTUME JEWELRY (MANY
Call 1-888-517-2362
OLD PIECES), DISHES
Ext 4605 24hrs
SMALL COLLECTIBLES.
EXCELLENT
CONDITION 436-6275 After 5 00
Computers
pm
EXCEPTIONALLY beautiKELLERS
ful white prom dress
COMPUTER PLACE.
w/pearls Size 4 worn
NEW composers $799 ulD.
once $225 753-5859
Upgrades & Repairs
FOR RENT
Internet Service
Showcase Space inside
On 121S
Charlie's Antique Mall at
436-5933.
Hazel. Gel 42 cubic/ft. for
9a.m -7p m
Si 00 per/day We sell for
Mon-Sal.
you. 270-492-8175
1p.m.-5p.m.
MACHINE quilting
Sun.
$31.50 reg size
Visa/ Mastercard.
Murray Sewing Center
HEWLETT-PACKARD.
759-8400
Windows M E 30 GIG
MOTORCYCLE helmets
Hard Drive, 1.2 Gig hi
work boots, camouflage
Processor.
DVD,
12x
clothing, holly propylene
8x4x32 CD-RW, 128 meg
underwear Jerry's Sportram. Speakers. 56K moing Goods 270-247-4704
dem, $650 753-8630
OLD
time
camcorder
COMPUTER
Compaq
Works
good
Presario 5220 with 380 wicase
MHz processor. 6gb hd. Needs new battery $100
cd-rom, and 17" color 759-9215
monitor Includes HP DJ
712C color printer Internet
ready $425 Call 7532113 after five for more information. Great huyII
COMPAQ MV940, 19 inch
Monitor with speakersS275 753-8630

OFFICE Building for ren
or lease, 4,500 s f unde
roof. 753-9562

Apartments For Rent

ENTERTAINMENT center,
solid oak 5ft wide, 4ft tal I Bedroom
$225 a month
with beveled glass Like No Pets
753-3949
new $250 474-2003
1 BR in Murray with appli180
ances $260 Rent / Deposit
Lawn & Garden
753-7953
1 Br Eft $150 per mo
CRAFTSMAN lawn tractor partial utilities
furnished
S1,200 OBO 753-9590
753-9826 or 753-2934
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Farm Equipment
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1997 7810 J.D. MFWD 1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
Tractor, 890 hr. Dual & near MSU 753-1252 or
weights. all the extras Call 753-0606
(270)492-8192

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!

INE

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
Serving The Community Since

1934

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR...
Want to Buy

ABSOLUTELY CLEAN.
Will clean your home or
business. 10 years experience. References available. Call Kim at 315-2701
NEED A BABYSITTER9
24 yr old college student
widaycare experience
available evenings, nights
;Ands Low rates Call
Lisa 759-3621
NEED someone to watch
4 yr. old. 1-8 pm in my
home. 2-3 days a week
Must have references
994-1620 5pm-8pm
RESPONSIBLE 15 year
old will do babysitting after
school and on weekends
Call 759-9215. Have references.
SITTER need ASAP M
Th, serious inquires only
759-8573
WILL babysit in my home
all ages and hours, lots of
activities, nice yard and
reasonable rates.
753-0103
WILL clean area business
and homes Call 270-8531781
WILL do Housecleaning
753-3802

Apartments For Rent

Horne Furnishings

140

A-1 cleaning House and
office Call 759-9553

Renters

OVER 5,000 Movies for
sale Some as low as 50
cents each 753-7670
STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
WINDOW air conditioner,
2 years old $50 767-0197

CASE I/H
Tractors & Equtprnent
BUSH HOG
Mowers & Box Blades
INGERSOLL
Lawn & Garden
MAYRATH
Augers
RHINO

CASE
KUHN
Construction Equtp
Tillers
GREAT BEND
GREAT PLAINS
Front End Loaders
No-Till
KUBOTA
LELY
Tractors & Lawn & Garter
Hay Equipment
PETTIBONE
PANORAMA
Hi-Litt Loaders
Hay Equipment
WOODS
UNVERFERTH
Zero-Tom Mowers
T Rage Equipment

(270)753-3062•503 Walnut St.• 1-800-852-9736
210

1BR Apartment. available
Dec. 1st. Close to campus
No pets. 753-5980
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444.

Firewood
FIREWOOD $35
Delivered 437-4718
FIREWOOD Also
service 436-2562

tree

1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118

Mobile Homes For Sale

FORREST View Apart
ments 1213 N. 16th St
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $325/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1,2 & 3br, apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
VERY nice 2 bedroom 2
bath duplex located on
quiet culdesac One car
garage all appliances including microwave and
washer & dryer 759-5885
330
ROMS For Rent
LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home
Share
kitchen, & bath. .70 chan
nel cable plus five premium All utilities included
except for phone Walk to
Hospital or down town industry S45/week plus deposit of $125 References
519-0424.
140

Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom near MS()
C/H/A 1 yr lease no pet,
$450/month 753-9636
2, 3. AND 4 br House
Near down town tr.lurra.,
753-4109
4 BDR Home xtra nice
great location Cai'
3474 after 5pm
4 LARGE BR . 2 Cat!,
newly painted and carpeted Large brick home on
quiet street. 70 channel
cable and 5 premium
channels
inc.luded
$495/mo First ana last
months plus S400 security
deposit & references 5190424.
EXTRA roomy 2 bedroom.
2 bath w/carpon Appliances furnished 1yr. lease 1
month deposit No Pets
753-2905
HOUSE for rent 2 bedroom. 1 bath, storage
building No Pets inside
house References Call
Joyce Underwood
(270)898-2340

1BR Apt Near MSU,
16X80 93 Mobile Home appliwith two porches Must be ances furnished.
C/H/A.
moved. S14,000
489- $275. 753-4181
or
2054
489-2181.
1988 Clayton 14x70 2 full 1BR , nice quiet area
baths-completely remod- 753-8588
eled furnished with house 2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
furniture, washer & dryer parking, extremely nice
TV-VCR completely fur- Coleman RE
759-4118.
nished S16.000 753-8173 2BR , edge
of town, washor 210-7084
er & dryer $335
1989 14x80 3 bedroom, 2 Coleman RE 759-4118
bath $9,800 753-0179 or 3 & 4br.apts avail Diuguid
210-0219
Drive. Coleman RE 7591995 16x80 Classic mobile 4118.
home. 3 bedrooms. 2 APT for rent, 3br. applian- NICE 2br brick- Almo area
bathrooms Excellent con- ces furnished. C/H/A. near No pets. $425 437-4386
dition. Call 753-4847.
MSU $400 month 759- QUIET 2 Br house gas
3BR, 2 bath 14x72 with 4696
heat. 1 yr lease no pets
6x20 side room, gas heat, CONDOPLEX 3br. 2 bath 5375./month 753-9636
carport. and
storage
Available January 5,2002
RENT-2-OWN
6tenth acre wood lot. 4
S700/mo
2 - 4 Bedroom houses
Murray.
miles
from
Deposit required
Po$29.500. 753-7668 Days,
753-0834
tential owner financinc..753-4919 Nights.
753-.1109
EXTRA nice 2br • 1.5 bath
360
HM & Sons Mobile Home townhouse appliances furStorage Renta:s
Mover. 20yrs. experience nished W/D 1yr lease 1
Licensed & insured in Ken- month deposit No pets 1
CREEKVIEW STORAGI
tucky. Tennessee & Illi- 753-2905
FOR rent 2br duplex $20-$40 On Center DtP.i
nois. 437-3939.
Behind Tom
$375 , 2br apt $325 in
759-40
northwood 759-4406
RELIANCE HOMES INC.
Double wide 3bedroom set
Murray Ledger & Times
.....
delivery, with aic concrete
footers, electric/water/sewFair Housing
Notice
er, connections. underpinning, side by side ref with
All real estate advertised herein is sohic.
ice maker in door 'List
Federal Fair Housing Act. which inakcs it
the
call
month
per
(270)
$262
illegal to advertise any preference. Ii tin t,tl 'ii
767-9442
or discrimination based on race. 0,1i i1. Ich
gion, sex, handicap. familial status oi n1,tli 'nil
origin, or intention to make any such picter
ences. limitations or discrimination.
12X44 2 Bdr mobile home
near KY lake $225/month
State laws forbid discrimination in the
on private lot 759-3269 afrental
or advertising of real estate based ,,i ti
ter 5pm
tors in addition to those protected under Wei stor2BR with nice deck,
al law.
age building Almo area
No pets $225. 437-4386
We will not knowingly accept any ads ertisin12
2BR. 1 bath, central gas
for real estate which is in violation of the lass.
heat with appliances City
All persons are hereby informed that all
water 3 miles from town
$300 per month 753- dwellings advertised are available on an equal
7668 Days, 753-4919 opportunity basis.
Nights.
2BR Rent to own 14x70 For further assistance with Fair Floe
Coleman RE 759-4118
Advertising requirements. contact N
NICE 2br. Mobile home
Counsel Rene P. Milam.(703)648-1((X).
No pets 753-9866
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410
Storage Reales

410

Public Sale

CREEKVIEW STORAGE
S20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom s Grille
594081

Sport Utility Vehicles

SaL- 10 a.m }bedroom.3 batk haaton g+ acres in city
limits 971 Austin Si.. Sas ann.& Tennessee - Jacuzzi - fireplace sib' deck 850 SE detached building (finished out), fenced
els landscaped
7 Jitidgigaliala on Austin St and Lose St. I with nae shop and barn

us

Sat. Feb. L3 - II m
Acres in tracts. It miles south of Pans on
tiv.s 69A. near HALNA/CALL Store Mostly open. year round creek
iuns through property. highway frontage Escelleni location, great
potential

An Size Units
Available

753-3853
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600
Pets & Supplies
AKC Boston Terrier, male,
irst shots $250 492-6222
AKC Boxer puppies Reduced price, baby on the
way.
270-753-0117 or
270-519-2224.
ENGLISH horse trainer_ All
breeds, all disciplines
731-247-5935.

BERMUDA HAY: Horses
or cattle love it. quality
ouaranteed delivery available. call Jerry, (731 )669;366

Public Sale

HERITAGE AUCTION CALENDAR

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

ALFALFA hay for sale
436-2181

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2002

rhur. Starch/ 10 1111 MEChillt Shtt9. firmed!, Hoftman's Forge
Products. 5470 Old Millington Rd. Memphis, Tennessee Presses Vs heelabrators - Lithe - Milling Machines Sand Blast Booth Cirinck•rs - Butters Office Furniture, and touch. much more Call for
list llPi busers premium
Sat. March 9 - 10 a in buffalo Riser Iota Linden. Tennessee I
otik S ot Hos 13 22 lois on Buffalo Riser - 10 oft water lots
Counts roads electricity - health dept approved. Common area on
riser tor all lots
765 acres in tract& Hwy 641 South Parts.
Tennessee iFormerly Plunile) Farm) 9ock open- fenced - cross
tensed Likes - auction barn - stables - implement buildings Double
wide mobile home PRIME REAL ESTATE

SALLAMILLO

I() d FIll

Sat. Starch 23 Iii a ti Llicke) Landing. 5 miles s of Saltillo. TN
nser front lots on Tennessee Riser. it river view lots. Restricted
Ii Nafel Cle1:(111.1(!r - counts roads
*acres in tracts 1.0 nide nom also% e property on Fishervalle Loop,

lir a in 116 acres in tracts. Clayton Town Rd,

Sat. March

north of Pans. Tennessee Fscellent building sites - ALSO SELLING IN l'HIS SALE - goner Hill Estates - Lake Hill Beak h
1- states Rd I 2 oil w tier lots. and 9 6 acts tract. good location.
Special Financing on Both Properties
I+ (ii financing non kw:lids ing - owner financing •

Sat April 6 • 10 a in. 23 River Front Lots on Tennessee Rises
Bob, Landing. ....1st ot Bath Springs. TN Health dept. appro.,

electricity

its

water - resnicted

April 13 - 10 a in East of Big Sandy. Tennessee, at Danvi:,..
Crossing 19 raec1ll2nLiots on Tennessee Riser. 5 oft water lots.
Resin,led - Health Dept appRoed electncity - county roads - state
boat ramp adraceni iii propeny Also . Lther front lots at Pout!
Sat.

Mason,

Sat. April 27 - 15ALKres_in_tract, on Huy 69 and Bob's Landing
Road, at Bath Spring.,
elek incity - :its water

I

-Tennessee

mile from Tennessee

River.

Watch Next Week Calendar for Achlitional SaIcl
For Lists - Plats - Appointment or Store Information on Above
Sales Call HERITAGE
- Considering an Auction
Give
A Call Iirrioatauciion@'ernturyirl.ne e-mail, weal.titritaarauction.ne raeh site
riteff010‘41.11 .STIfFED a EQI IPPED TO SERVICE ALL 101.41(710 St IDS.
Tons Clears. Auctioneer
Lk. #2837
731-925-3534
731-926-2182 4410
AUCTION
I -800-890-1372
64156

frAGE o[TIF
:
Nf,AA

615 Pickwick Rd. • Savannah, IN 38372
410

Public Sale

Public Sale

Public Sale

kt the Dan Miller Auction Barn, Lynn Grove. KY. From Nlayfield.
Fa take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater. Turn south onto Hwy.
1836. Follow to auction. From Murray, KY take Hwy. 94 West to

l.nn Grose. Watch for auction signs.
Starting at 10:00 o ill sell old coins & costume jewelry - pocket watch - men's
eddmo nog
At 12 Noon v1/4 ill sell furniture - good glass & china - set of Johann Haneland
Llmia torn)
anan Germany - clear etched water pitcher - mixing howls - canister set - stem Wa‘ford glasses - large fancy glass bowl - fancy tea pitcher amber howl - tulip howl - garlic rooster - ten-a cotta cookie jar - carnival bowl Kent ohina - Mimeo pieces - mantle vases - Gorham silver - pots & pans - small
kitchen appliances - flatware - kitchen utensils - punch howl set - brass items Situp HN I I 7 phone & fax - Fists Presley hooks - records & tapes - sports trivia sci 01 Funk & Wagnalls encyclopedias - religious books - other books - nice
plc lures & trames - 2 small 000d stools - corner what not - fine old antique table
olas. balls & ciao feet - mid \eNA, ing box - hanging light - 12) old pine- kitchen
ulonets made ss ith old tong & groove board with glass doors - electric cook
not tree ref - ./. retrigerator/freezer - nice leather electric lift chair - king
. arer bed - table & chairs - recliner - (2) patio sets - air BB guns - diecast
car &
oick banks - some nice men & ss omen clothes - clothes - shoes - belts - wrench, & tools and much. much more.
Sot:lion held rain or shine.

Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

For more information & your auction needs 435-4144.

Dan Miller, Darrell Beane
Terry D. Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason, Appt. Auctioneer

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Closed Saturday
430
Real Estate
lietUtility Vehicles
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"

LOTS for sale Starting a
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
--- !37..!838

SUZUKI GSXR-600. 750
miles $7,000 753-8173 or 1995 white. Chevy Blazer
LS 2dr. 4wd. automatic
210-7084
103.xxx miles Power win
dows, locks. mirrors. Anti
Sport Utility Vehicles lock brakes, air bag, cloth
interior
AM/FM
stereo/tape. Cruise con2000 Ford Explorer XLT,
trol. Very good condition
Gold package with every
$6800 Call 753-0933 after
available option 25.xxx
5 00
miles $18,500 Call 7538173 nr Cell 210 7084

Acreage
9 225 acres located 8
miles west of Murray City
water and natural gas are
just a few of the extras
Phone 270-767-9223

3 bedroom, 2 bath. 4 yr
old brick 1800 sq ft 2 car
detached
garage,
16
acres. very private call
474-2504
300 S 6th St $8.500.
Must be moved, 753-9826.
3 br, 2 bath with 34x16
above ground pool, large
deck, all on 2 1/2 lots with
mature trees in quite subdivision Just 4 miles east
of town 759-3900
WE Buy Houses.
We take over payment,
Any price or Conditior
270-534-4500
www CP1homebuyers corn

1

2217 Woodgate
3 BR. 2 Bath. Great Location
Sat. & Sun., Feb. 9th & 10th 2-4 p.m.
753- /500

/
i
ar
\
SOP 41= 1ii
&97M7277
7
1

1111
YOU SHOW US•
*Average credit (not perfect • Steady insiiisie histor
WE SHOW YOU:
•IOW loan, no money down • flexible. forgiving program
-1 xcellent fixed rate - 10 sr

Global Mortgage Link
Gem Pur kelt • narren Jones • Jar quel‘n Walton
753-7407 • III N. 12th St. Suite 8

nessisma
David's Cleaning
Services

11131

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up someday.

'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge

'Brick All External Cleaning

in stock.

*Acid Cleaning Available

#1 & #2 available in most colors

'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Das id

Borders

1975 Dodge Pickup, yelow, V8, runs great. $400
759-9105
1998 Nissan Frontier XE
Black, with Rhino bedliner
50,xxx miles $7500 OBO
767-0569
2000 S-10 Chevy LS. 5sp.
4 cyl., lower suspension,
chrome wheels, sunroof
$6,500. 752-0166.
78 Dodge 1 ton Dually
360 motor, auto trans
with 5th wheel hitch New
tires 759-3349
'93 Ford F150 4W0, V-8
ext-cab. $6500 0E30. 4365727 leave message.
97 S-10 Chevy LS, 5sp. 4
cyl new tires AM/FM, CC
player. $5,600 752-0166
99 FORD RANGER XLT.
4x4 offroad, 4,0 V6 Automatic, x-cab, 4-dr., stepside, PW, PL. PM, Till
Cruise, CD, Cass, Keyless
Entry, Anti-Theft, Tow
Pkg., New Tires. 25.xxx
miles. $16,800 753-2720

tan* Brother
Moving Co.
1-800-611-6854
.1-270-753-2555

Boats & Motors
81 Fish & Ski 16 1'2 ft
140 Johnson trolling mu
for, depth finder, live well
boat cover. 759-3349.

A affordable hauling, iunk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling, tree work,
cleaning out sheds, gutter.
junk clean-up 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AFFORDABLE Electric
*Commercial,
•Residential,
•Remodel
•Free Estimates
"Quality don't cost it pays"
Dave Myers 759-2488
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair, Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting. Decks
Call Larry Nimmo.
753-9372. 753-0353.
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling. RepairsConcrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALTERATIONS,
REASONABLE RATES
CALL 759-9511
BACKHOE di TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113

il•

'1

By Peter H.
DEAR D •
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Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Cash. Visa. MastercaRl. also 12-24-36 month financin
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Giardia p
fish or shell
ganisms re I
They are ki
processin!
method of t
untreated
Giardiasi•
country, be
of the infes,
"beaver f
Domestic
infection.
Pet owne
munities s
animals. T

StifylCes Offered

Statewide
Classifieds

270-759-4979
Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Body Shop
Has

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
DAYS:
753-5273 753-0133
NIGHTS:
492-8219 • 753-1833
753-6191

David's Home Improvement
I %1
/
4 ate! damaged flooi
•Install brat.es & floors ioists under houses
I or sagging 1. r
lloors.
•ReplaCe
repair %% Liter and drain lines.
•Insiall moisture harrier s.
ltO
.1/,' Fsuiitls 'f Rem, I pi I:
•k.eri.tle Ilatell

David Gallimore, th$ ner
I

Luke Lamb

(
de's

630

Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

E 11.-141;
111

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

2 miles

Now scheduling winter work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.

•

1270) 759-4734

I Iii.s0E-IILL.A.Pt40
-

M & T Painting

l'PAIIT

Phone

gam.

Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before. Loans available for bankrupt, bad credit, no credit. No cosigners necessary.
Call Ruthie or Dennis
753-2222
24 Hours 1-800-992-7334
99 Pontiac Grand Am
Red, Loaded, Must Sell,
Call 759-8804
FOR Sale 1996 Buick
Skylark, dark green very
good shape Call 7530726 after 5pm
MUST sell 2001 Leganza
CDX. Sunroof, All power,
28,000 miles Call 7539216

Roofing Metal
We now manufacture. Buy direct.

We Specialize in Cleaning

AUTO LOANS

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Feb. 9th •10 a.m.

Your Home Imprevetneht Headquarters

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair. Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting, Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372, 753-0353
ALTERATIONS,
REASONABLE RATES
CALL 759-9511
Used Cars
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
1993 Geo Metro, 46 MPG,
Septic system. gravel.
Blue, 5 speed, Low miles
white rock
very nice $1,500 OBO
436-2113
759-9105
CARPORTS Starting at
'59 T-Bird Convertible,
$675. installed. Roy Hill
Red Very good cond
(270)436-2113,
$12,000 OBO Day 753COMPLETE LAWN CARE
4663, Night 492-8479
OF MURRAY
'97 Dodge Neon 4dr,
, au•Lawn Maintenance
tomated, One owner, A-1
•Leaf Pick-up.
condition 72,xxx mules
*Bed mulching
753-0114
270-753-6772
98 Mustang GT convertiDECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
ble, automatic, new tires,
Siding. Quality Work, Free
17" wheels, leather int ,
Estimates, Over 25 Years
loaded 71-K $12,800
Experience. Gerald Wal752-0166
ters. 753-2592.
97 JEEP Grand Cherokee
Limited 4WD Leather loaded Excellent condition
753-6099 evenings &
weekends
99' Jeep Grand Cherokee
loaded one owner, garage
kept, showroom condition
$17,200 489-2004

Ii

(tOo(

731-247-5422
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
•Lawn Maintenance
-Leaf Pick-up.
*Bed mulching
270-753-6772
DECKS. Rooting, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience Gerald Walters 753-2592
FENCING

REMODELING Home improvements, Custom tile
work. Interior decorating.
Painting. We Do It All! References Available Call
767-9036 or 994-0388
RICK Wilkins Professional
Floor Installation 16 yrs
Exp in commercial and
residential floor of all
types Contact by Calling
759-3684
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Midway Fence All types.
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dickre Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, slump
grinding. firewood. Insured 489-2839.
670
HANDYWORK,' odd lobs
Wanted
wanted No job too small
Give us a call Yes we
WANT to lease air or dark
clean gutters
fired tobacco base Call
Phone 436-5759
(270)492-8192
HAULING
Cleaning out garages.
Want to lease
sheds carport atics
and storage
dark fire or
753-2555
air-cured
Luke Lamb

LARRY'S ELECTRIC
License master electrician
Residential. commercial.
Install and repair
Service work
New and old construction
436-5944. Murray.
Seniors Discount
MAGIC Carpet Cleaners
Steam cleaners $65 per
house $25 per room 7599834 Leave Message

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb Al
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
PAINTER
Experienced,Reasonable
Rates, Murray Area 7534715

tobacco base.
492-8790

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

DRIVERS
*COMPLETE SATELLITE *LAKE BARGAINS! 3+ •STUDENT
SYSTEM with 2 receivers acres $24.900. FREE NEEDED! No CDL NO
installed for less than BOAT SLIP. Beautifully Money No Problem Meals,
spectacular Hotel & Transportation,
$50.00. Call 502-254-0768 wooded,
or 1-866-398-3474.
views, deeded access to while training On The Spot
Job Placement Tuition
'USED UTILITY POLES 35,000 acre recreational
in Reimbursement Available
lake
For Sale. Good Condition. mountain
51,850/51.950 per land- Tennessee-near 18 hole 34K Yr+ Benefits 800-2197593.
Delivered.
Call golf course! Paved roads,
Winstead@ 1-800-647- utilities, perked. Excellent •A NEW START! Get your
financing. Call now 1-800- CDL in 15 days and earn
6221.
704-3154 ext. 281.
40K your first year. No
HELP WANTED
Down,
CABIN Money
LOG
*LAKE
•ADVERTISING SALES
cabin Transportation. Lodging
$69.900.
New
REP
Cover w/barns on acres. Paved and Meals provided. Call
6
LaGrange/Buckner,
roads, all utilities. Grand 1-877-274-7883.
Kentucky area. Need eneropening Feb. 16th limited *DRIVER
TRAINEES
getic, self-motivated indiparcels available, EZ NEEDED-Earn While You
vidual. Must have dependFinancing. Call Now (866) Learn-Werner and other
able transportation. Salary,
770-5263 ext. 506.
carriers are hiring. 15-Day
commission plus excellent
Training. Weekly home
benefits. Send resume to
•*LIMITED TIME SPEtime available. $650-$900
BD. P.O. Box 5, LaGrange,
CIAL* 1680 Sq. Ft. Log
weekly, plus benefits. Call
KY 40031-0005 EOE
Home Shell. $27,000.00.
1-800-309-0592.
*AVON Entrepreneur wantMaterial Package, Original
Old Timer Log Homes, Inc. -DRIVER-COMPANY DRIed. Must be willing to work
Call 1-800-467-3006 Or VERS earn up to 35 cpm
whenever you want. be
bonus.
Owner
your local Representative. plus
your own boss, and enjoy
unlimited earning. Let's
www.oldtimerloghomes.com Operators earn up to
86cpm, Lease & Lease
talk. 888-942-4053.
RESORTS RENTALS
Purchase available. Call
*FRIENDLY TOYS AND
•A BEAUTIFUL, COM- Boyd Bros. 800-543-8923.
GIFTS wishes to thank our
PLETE SMOKY MOUN- *DRIVERS: LEASE TO
customers,
hostesses,
TAIN WEDDING, Original OWN-CRST Flatbed Has
advisors for their record
Log Wedding Chapel, Various Tractors Available
breaking
2001, Cash
Everything provided: pho- Freightliners, Peterbill's &
prizes, trips. Join our
tos, video, flowers, formal Internationals. No Money
-Friendly Family. 1-800wear. cabins. Smokies Down
For
More
488-4875
best value, 1-800-262- Information CALL 1-8885683 www.smokymtnwed- 239-5527.
•TRAIN
AND
WORK
dingchapels.com
HOME!
CLOSE
TO
*DRIVERS: Solos up to
Choose from one of 7 Job
•"GET MARRIED" Smoky .34c. Teams up to .48C,
Corps centers across the
Mountains, Areas Most Contractors .81c all miles.
state and receive free
Beautiful
Chapels, Lease options available
training right here in
Ordained
Ministers. (zero down.) Holiday orienKentucky. Job Corps staff
Complete Arrangements. tation
pay. Burlington
will help you plan your
Honeymoon/Family Motor Carriers 1-800-583career, find a great job
Cabins.
Breathtaking 8809.
close to home and earn
Views,
Fireplaces. -DRIVERS: Trainees needmore money when you
Weddings Arrangements
ed now! Start your future
graduate. Get your GED or
1-800-893-7274, Vacation
today. 532,000+ 1st year.
high school diploma while
Lodging 1-800-634-5814
15 day Class A CDL
living on a Kentucky Job
smokyweddings,com
course. Over the road,
Corps center. Residential
TRUCK DRIVERS
home every night, no out of
and non-residential proHELP WANTED
pocket fee, job placement
grams available, Ages 16on site, complete tuition
*ATTENTION
DRIVERS
24.
Call
1 -866-JOB
Small
NO EXPERIENCE NEC- reimbursement.
CORPS for more informaESSARY!
TMC class sizes. Tuition $4,500
tion about a center near
Transportation needs driv- financed, $2,995 cash
you
ers. $650 guaranteed price. Call today 866-504MISCELLANEOUS
weekly. Potential to earn 3065.
•INVENTORS-Product $900 per week or more •DRIVERS-COVENANT
and still get home on TRANSPORT Now offering
Ideas Wanted! Have your
product developed by our
weekends!! For CDL train- Per
Diem
Pay
for
research and development ing call 1-800-206-7364.
Experienced Teams, Solos
firm and professionally pre- •SS$CAREER
Trainers
0/0TRAIN- and
sented to manufacturers. ING$$$'15
Day
CDL Solos/Teams 83c. Call 1Patent
Assistance Training 'Companies
HIR- 888-MORE-PAY (1-888Available
Free ING TODAY!!! 'Earn
up to, 667-3729)
Information
1 -800-54- $800 per Week •Tuition
-TRUCK
DRIVING
IDEAS
Reimbursement 'Benefits SCHOOL
Money
No
Available
•Get
$S
While Down •Earn up to $35,000
MONEY TO
Training'
1-800-883- your first year '100% Job
LEND/LOANS
0171CodeKYS www,cdl- Placement
Assistance
*MORTGAGE LOANS as web.com
'Company
Tuition
low as 5,756 fixed! Good
CALL
or bad credit. Refinance. *DRIVER-S1500 Sign on Reimbursement.
Purchase. Contract for Bonus w/6 mo: flatbed TOLL FREE 1-877-270deed. Consolidation. Call experience! Start up to 2902.
Pat Casada. Discount 35C/mile Loaded/Empty,
BUSINESS
Mortgage
Source
of Excellent Benefits, Direct
OPPORTUNITIES
Tarp
Pay,
Louisville 1-866-491-1001. Deposit,
Assigned
Conventional *NEW
FRANCHISES
REAL ESTATE/REAL
drive home_ 800-441-4271 AVAILABLE. Investment
ESTATE FOR SALE
ext-ET135,
required. Dollar Stores,
•DALE HOLLOW LAKE
Fantastic
-PAID CDL TRAINING get MollyMaids,
Lake Log Cabin $69,900.
paid while training for Sams, Computer Doctor,
New cabin wabarns on 6
placement with
major Coffee Shops. Payless Car
acs. Paved roads. all utilitrucking company. Earn big Rental, Fast Food 100's
ties.Grand opening Feb_
money' Commonwealth More Available in all mar16th limited parcels avail..
Truck Driving School. Call kets. CALL TOLL FREE 1EZ Financing. Call Now
877-792-2801.
toll free: 877-970-4043.
(866) 770-5263 ext. 737.
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Statewide
Classifieds
COMPUTERS

*NEED A COMPUTER
BUT NO CASH? You're
approved! Financing guar
anteed' No cash needed
today' Bad credit okay! No
credit check-no credit turn
downs' (800) 947-7988
www pc-credit com
FOR SALE
-BUY FACTORY DIRECT
YVOLFF TANNING BEDS
Payments From
$25/month FREE Color
Catalog Call Today
1-800-842-1310
www np etstan corn

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card
MasterCard
Call Us Today!

753-1916

F,

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Do fish, crabs.
shrimp, etc. become infected with gia
rdia and act as reservoirs for tht
infection? Does giardia survive meat
processing and cooking? is it only
spread by contaminated drinking
water? Should pet owners dispose of
their animals' waste in sewage systems rather than allowing it to enter
ground water or landfills?
DEAR READER: Giardia lamblia
are tiny parasites that are shed in the
feces of infected animals, most of
which are wild. The parasites infect
humans when contaminated water or
food is ingested. Human giardiasis
causes fever, abdominal cramps, nausea, diarrhea, flatulence and weight
loss; symptoms are often minimal or
absent in mild infections.
Giardiasis is diagnosed by stool
analysis and is treated with the prescription drug Flagyl.
Giardia parasites are not found in
fish or shellfish because the microorganisms require a warm-blooded host.
They are killed by heating, cooking or
processing. Therefore, the usual
method of transmission is by drinking
untreated fresh water.
Giardiasis exists worldwide. In this
country, beavers are a major source
of the infection, hence the sobriquet
"beaver fever" for the disease.
Domestic pets also can contract the
infection.
Pet owners in urban/suburban communities should clean up after their

VERS
L NO
Meals
tation,
e Spot
Tuition
aulable
0-219et your
d earn
ar No
Down,
odging
d Call

animals. This is more a matter of etiquette and consideration than of public health. In most instances, wild animals constitute a more serious threat
to drinking water.
I don't believe that strict attention
to pet animal waste is a telling answer
to controlling groundwater contami-

CRAWFORD'S
BAR-B-QUE
Almo, KY • 753-1934
"Serving The Best BBQ, Ribs.
Pork & Chicken"
HOURS: Mon & Tugs 10 a m -6 p m
Wed -Fn 10 a m -830 p m • Closed Sat & Sun

INEES
Ile You
other
15-Day
home
0-$900
its Call
Y DRI35 cpm
Owner
up to
Lease
e Call
-8923

Special orders for pick-up by
appointment on weekends

Call for Friday Night Special

Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

GP A.I L_lf
OH BOY, IT'LL
PEEL GOOP TO
GET SOME EXERCISE

HOW TO
MAKE A
SNOW ANGEL/

AFTER MY NG NAP

SEUEN INNS UNTIL
HEARTS ARE FULL Of
LOVE AND ARMS ARE
FULL OF CHOCOLATE ...

s needfuture
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Small
$4,500
5 cash
66-504-
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cent right. Read on:

Ten years ago
Kelly Lane Powell, daughter of
Daytha Tucker Powell and David
Powell, and Many Jay Scarbrough,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scarbrough, are two students from Murray named for publication of Who's
Who in American Universities and
Colleges for 1991-92 at Murray
State University. Also named were
33 other MSU students.
David Clark and Marie Dolchan
are exhibiting their an works at the
Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth
St., during February. They will be
honored at a reception Feb. 8 at 7
p.m.
Twenty years ago
Navy Hospital Corpsman First
Class Howard A. Bockman has
been selected for the Naval Support
Force Antarctics (USFA)"WinterOver" Detachment. He will spend
an entire year in the coldest and
hardest environment on earth. He is
the son of H. Arnold and Anna
Bockman of New Concord.
Murray High School Tigers won
over Lowes and MHS Lady Tigers
won over Hickman County in basketball games. High team scorers
were Jimmy West for Murray, Dale
Ray for Lowes, Velvet Jones and
Donna Rousse for Murray and Kendra Watson for Hickman.
Births reported include a boy to
Lt. and Mrs. Eric Edwards, Jan. 27.
Thirty years ago
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield, is a candidate for the 1972
Kentucky Dairy Princess competition at the annual meeting of the
American Dairy Association in

DEAR ABBY: "Regretful" could
have stepped up and asked Todd,
the shy guy, out for a cup of coffee.
(How simple!) This somewhat current — in the scope of modern history — mostly American habit of
women playing coy rarely works
out well.
I believe that a woman waiting
for her knight on a white horse is a
stupid fantasy that has been sold to
us by the entertainment industry
for the last 75 years. Someone once
said: 'Where are all the nice men?
Well, they're usually standing right
next to you."
I have talked to many senior citizens, in particular senior women. I
always asked them the same question: "Did you court or somehow 'go
after' your husband"? About 75 percent of these women admitted they
had made the first move to get
their man's attention — dropping
by the pond where they fished, or
asking them about their job or
family.
Abby, I have had two women tell
me they had a crush on me in high
school, and yet these same two
women dated only popular athletes.
I don't remember either of those
beautiful girls looking my way. If
women want to miss out on the
"shy guy" and continue to date the
wolves out there, it's very easy —
Just continue doing nothing. Nice
guys are everywhere.
ROBERT IN CARLSBAD,CALIF.
DEAR ROBERT: Well said.
To which I add: If nice guys
would simply look around
instead of focusing solely on
their own insecurities, they
might discover they have a host
of admirers.

your feelings and your needs. Set your
boundaries before it becomes too late.
Avoid an argument through diplomacy.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Feb. 8.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
2002:
**** Your display of happiness
Learn the art of expressing your negative
relieves someone who has been conas well as your positive feelings. You
cerned about your moodiness. Keep
often blurt out thoughts without thinking.
expressing yourself. allowing others to
Get into a more rigid exercise and diet
hear what you want loud and clear. A
program. You'll discover that you will
friend might make a request that you
DEAR BT/DT: You're 100 per- feel a lot better as a result. You have a
cannot fulfill. Tonight: Bypass a power
unique opportunity to clear out your life
struggle.
and reorganize it on a new basis. Take
CANCER (June 21-July 221
your time making decisions, stepping
***** Your popularity mounts,
back as much as you need to. If you are
opening doors and allowing you to make
single, you actually might prefer being a choice
that you have been waiting for.
alone. After summer 2002, you will do A boss
or higher-up could be overly
SEE?
HONESTLY, E
much more dating. You'll enjoy others in demanding.
Let this person understand
THAT MAN
a way you rarely do. You could flirt with your limits without
CAN'T STAY
causing a major
the idea of a new relationship. If you are uproar. Lighten
OP HIS BACK
up about a problem.
attached, you and your partner need to
FOR MORE
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
vanish more often and share quiet times
THAN TWO
**
* Get into work with the idea of
MINUTES
together. CAPRICORN understands you.
clearing off your

1 SEVEN CiA"IS UNTIL_
PEOPLE ALL OVER THE
COUNTR'-1 WILL BE POPPING THE QUESTION....

WHO ALLOWED THE
" NUTRITION FACTS"
PANEL TO BE PUT

ON BOXES OF
VALENTINE CANDY??

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might be running in every
direction. What happened to organization? You just might need to put the
kibosh on present activities and reorganize
work. Better communication
becomes the earmark of the next few
weeks. Tonight: Lead others into a fun
weekend.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Seek out others. Someone really cares for you but seems to show it by:
constantly reaching out for you. Express

desk. You finally clear
confusion out of your life and greet clarity. Catch up on messages and chat with
co-workers. Someone at a distance blows
his or her cool. Plans. switch rapidly.
Tonight: Out the door — quickly.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your playful spirit delights
those around you. Your ruler, mercury.
goes direct, allowing you to take a deep
breath and move plans forward.
Carefully review a recent decision that
impacts a partner. Don't worry, if you
step on this person's foot, he or she will
let you know. Tonight: Go along with
someone's request.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Family might be your priority.
but at some point, you need to take care
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To KIDS VP

46 TV chef
Graham
48 Cut timber
50 Yearn for
51 Little bark
53 Anthems
55 Jose's friends
58 Chirped
61 Half a score
62 All-purpose
trucks
64 Prefix for half
65 MIT grad
66 Be certain of
67 Flop

1 The sun
4 Handle roughly
8 Profile, briefly
11 Apartment
13 Highest point
14 Comic-strip
caveman
15 Plant science
17 Street crosser
19 Nobelist Sadat
21 "Be my guest!"
22 Went under
24 Close relative
26 Leery
29 Entered data
31 Non-verbal OK
33 Dot on a
French map
34 Old Euphrates
city
35 Pooh's pal
37 Strive
39 Per
40 Mouth part
42 Casper's St
44 Adventure
tales
1

TONI&HT, P MAD SCIENTIST
PUTS A 20C/S BRAIN INTO
A ZOMBIE

2

1 Periscope site
2 "Double
Fantasy"
singer
3 Formal prayer
4 Pyramid
builders
5 Type of elec
6 Thurman of
films
7 Impose taxes
4
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5

6

8 Horticultural
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10 Unlatch to a
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Louis'.ille.
Dr. Harry Sparks was the featured speaker at the annual Valentine Sweetheart banquet of Kappa
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Moody will be
married 50 years Feb. 12.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr.. and Mrs. Elmus Childress, Jan.
30; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Armstrong, Jan. 31.
Forty years ago
Murray State College has been
allotted $23,520 by the National
Science Foundation to conduct a basic science and mathematics education program for high ability high
school students this summer. Dr.
Walter E. Blackburn. head of the
chemistry department, will direct
the program to be June 18 to Aug.
10.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Lance, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Rule, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Hubbs, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Fooks, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John West.
Fifty years ago
Billie J. Greenfield, Horace W.
Rycken, Hoyt E. Wilson, Charles
D. Finney, Carl t. Dowdy, David J.
Cox, Bailey J. Baucum. Solon P.
Darnell, Robert C. Scott and Orville
E. Herndon of Calloway and Marshall counties, have all enlisted in
the United States Armed Forces.
Recent births reported include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. H.B. Morton,
Jan. 28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Collins, Jan. 29;'a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Doris Charlton, Jan. 30.

Horoscopes

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
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DEAR ABBY: 1 am a I6-year-old
girl, raised to be old-fashioned. I am
PETER
very uncomfortable with how the
rules of courtship have changed
GOTT, M.D.
over the years. It used to be that
guys pursued the girls. Now,the situation has reversed and girls have
become the aggressors.
Most of the guys I know won't
ask me out unless I make the first
move and call them. They are so
nation in most cities. There are other, used to being chased that they
pressing environmental reasons for think if a girl doesn't do it, she's not
addressing this issue; the lowly giar- interested.
How can I encourage a guy to
dia are not one.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What can you-tell ask me out without being the
aggressor?
me about lymphocytosis and leukocyOLD-FASHIONED GIRL
tosis?
IN INDIANA
DEAR READER: Lymphocytes and
leukocytes are the white blood cells
DEAR OLD-FASHIONED:
whose primary role is fighting infec- Most males like to be chased.
tion. Therefore, in the presence of It's flattering, and that way
infection, the number of these cells they know they won't be turned
increases in the bloodstream.
down. However, there are ways
Lymphocytosis is a lymphocyte
a girl can let a guy know she's
count that exceeds the normal range
interested without coming on
(3000 cells per cubic millimeter of like a shark that smells blood.
blood). This is commonly seen in viral
(1)Be friendly.
infections, such as influenza and
(2) Have a reason for calling
mononucleosis. Once the infection
other than just to talk.
disappears, so does the lymphocyto(3) If you share a genuine
sis.
interest in something he's interLeukocytosis is a leukocyte count
ested in,let him know it.
that is higher than normal (about
(4) If you want to see him
10,000 cells per cubic millimeter of outside of school, ask him to
blood). Leukocytosis usually accom- join you and a group of your
panies bacterial infections, such as
friends. It will take the pressure
staph or strep. When the infection is
off.
brought under control, the leukocyte
Last, if you think you're
count falls to normal.
alone in having this problem,
When considering surgery - for read on:
acute appendicitis, for an example DEAR ABBY: I'm writing
the surgeon is often governed by the
presence or absence of leukocytosis; a regarding a letter from "Regretful
normal count usually indicates that in Springfield," who said she would
the infection is not severe, whereas an have married "Todd" if he had only
elevated count ordinarily means that let her know how he felt. Her
mother revealed on her deathbed
an operation is needed.
that
Todd had left the state on
There are non-infectious causes of
lymphocytosis and leukocytosis, the "Regretful's" wedding day because
most notable being leukemia. Thus "Texas wasn't big enough to hold
the white blood cell count must be his grief"
He probably told her mom
viewed in the context of the patient's
overall condition. An elderly, healthy believing the way to the calf is
woman with a high count is more like- through the cow, thinking she
would tell her daughter. Unfortuly to have a primary blood disorder; a
nately,
many of us are too trusting
robust teenage boy with a leukocytosis and a bellyache probably has and indirect. Believe me, the best
way to get a message across is to
appendicitis or some other abdominal
deliver
it yourself and not count on
infection.
To give you related information, I someone else to do it for you. Leave
am sending you a copy of my Health nothing to chance.
BEEN THERE,DONE THAT,
Report "Blood — Donations and
LAKE WALES,FLA.
Disorders."
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of other facets of your life. Focus and
clear out problems elsewhere. Uproar
surrounds a special friendship. Is this
what you really want? Detach and listen.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Speak out, and finally others
listen. You might want to sigh a breath of
relief, as matters seem more under control. Consider options around a day-today situation. Perhaps you expect too
much from yourself, or someone else is
expecting too much, Tonight: Hang out
at a favorite spot.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Deal with finances. Now when
you talk to others, you get the kind of
answers you seek. You can sigh with
relief. A child or a loved one could go on
the warpath. You'll have to dig into your
bag of tricks to find a solution.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Basics do count, no matter how
you look at a personal matter. Not everyone does what you think he or she
should. Getting angry at a close fnend or
roommate won't help. Detach. Use your
reservoir of creativity. Tonight: Ever
dynamic, make the choices.
AQUARIUS (Jan, 20-Feb. 18)
*** As tempting as it might be. slow
down and don't jump to conclusions.
Tempers flare around you. and it might
be easy to join in. Use your creativity..

Talk to each person individually.
attempting to walk in this person's footsteps. Tonight: Head home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Where your friends are is
where you want to be. Don't become
frivolous with spending. Understand
present limits, knowing when to say
"enough." A friend lets you know how
much he or she cares. Review finances
before you hit an obstacle. Tonight: Keep
the party going.
U.
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In the Spotlight
Classic Rock Revisited REO
Speedwagon & Styx at SIU

CARBONDALE, III. — The SIU Arena in Carbondale, IL, will present
REO Speedwagon & Styx on Thursday, Feb. 28, at 7:30 p.m. REO
Speedwagon has appeared at the SIU Arena in 1981, 1983, & 1987. Styx
last appeared at the SIU Arena in 1979.
Tickets are $35 and $27.50 and can be purchased at the Carbondale,
Student Center Ticket Office, Disc Jockey Music; Cape Girardeau, FYE;
Paducah, FYE; West Frankfort, VF Factory Outlet Mall; Mt. Vernon, EYE;
online at www.ticketmaster.com, or charge by phone, 618-453-5341.

Pompadours
& Poodle Skirts

'
'coming to
'Sorcerer
s Stone
DVD,
VHS this summer

Fenton, the school's hero quarterbacks and
Alice, the newest member of the Yellow Jackets,
the local street gang Stause, who plays Alice,
loves the challenge of her role. "I never was the
bad girl in high school, so now
it's fun to be her for a
bit."

Children's
theatre offers
a real trip,
Daddy-o!

tion is the pre-show entertainment lined up. If
you love hearing the music of Elvis, Buddy ,
Holly and Jerry Lee Lewis, be sure to come a
little early so you can shake, rattle and
roll in the aisles while impersonators entertain the crowd.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Harry Potter is coming home for summer
break.
Warner Bros. announced Tuesday that "Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer's Stone" hits home video May 28 in a two-disc DVD set and
VHS version that will include previously unseen footage.
Last year's highest-grossing film, "Harry Potter" will top out around
This year, area children will be transported
$320 million domestically, Warner estimates. Based on the fantasy series back in time to the 1950's: when a hamburger
by British author J.K. Rowling, "Sorcerer's Stone" stars Daniel Radcliffe cost only fifteen cents and a dollar kept the
Over
as Harry, a first-year student battling dark powers at the Hogwarts School jukebox going all night
Eric Evans,junior from Carlyle,
7,000 area
long.
of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
IL, plays
schoolchildren saw
Pompadours & Poodle Skirts, this year's
The DVD and VHS will feature deleted scenes completed specifically
Alex Fenton. the good-natured
The
Adventures
children's
ofStuart
theatre
offering
from
Murray
State
for the home-video release.
quarterback. "It's nice to play a good,
Little, last year's children's theatre
Other DVD bonuses will include an interactive tour of Hogwarts and University(MSU)Theatre & Dance, is sure to
decent guy. Being nice always pays off in the
offering. The annual showing takes place in
video visits to sets in the film, including classrooms, the school library have audiences children and adults alike - dancend."
Lovett Auditorium over the course of three days.
ing in their seats.
and Diagon Alley, the shopping mall for wizards and witches.
Another story revolves around the rock &.
This year, area schools have been invited to
"I'm very excited that the children's show is
The DVD also will have interviews with director Chris Columbus and ▪
roll star Curtisiackson, and his quest to find the attend on Feb. 11,12 and 13 at 9:30 a.m. and
producer David Heyman, who provide glimpses of the first sequel,"Harry a_musical this year." said Chrishell Stause,junhigh school's pop music critic, Laura Carter.
Potter and the Chamber of Secrets," due in theaters this November.
12:30 p.m.
ior from Draffenville, Ky. This is Stause's secDVD-Rom features include character biographies, electronic Harry ond children's theatre production; two years ago Laura (played by Heidi Krug, senior from
In addition to the daytime showings, three
Potter trading cards and a detailed Hogwarts tour allowing viewers to she appeared in
Benton, Ill.) writes a letter to Curtis (Jacob
additional performances will be held in the
Pocahontas."The kids are my
view the school grounds in all directions.
York, sophomore from Benton, Ky.) telling him
Robert E. Johnson Theatre so families can come
favorite part. They're so energetic; it's truly
that his music is outdated.
along with their children: Feb. 15-16 at 7 p.m.
awesome to see how excited they get."
With other characters such as Tillie, the malt
and Feb. 17 at 2:30 p.m.
Pompadours & Poodle Skirts tells the story
shop
waitress.
Sandra
Harper,
Curtis
Jackson's
While tickets are sold on a first-come, firstof the students of Grant High School, both good
PR adviser, and the romantic Wilbur and Bertha, served basis, ticket prices are dramatically
and bad. With all the students getting ready for
LONDON (AP) — "Harry Potter" author J. K. Rowling is mounting a Homecoming,
Pompadours & Poodle Skirts is bound to keep
dropped to $1.50 for everyone and MSU stuthere are plenty of stories to be
challenge to romance writer Catherine Cookson's long-standing domiaudiences entertained.
dents are admitted free with their Racercard.
told.
nance of the library world in Britain.
Another exciting twist to this year's producFor more information, please call 762-4421.
One is the up-and-down love story of Alex
Although Cookson has been British libraries' most-borrowed author
since Public Lending Right began compiling the lists in 1987, Rowling's
"Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire" has become the third most-loaned
title, according to figures released last week. A year earlier, Rowling's
highest entry was No. 77 in the top 100 most-borrowed book list.
While individual Rowling titles are well loaned, she has not made it to
the top 20 loaned authors, or even the most-loaned children's authors.
MSU News Bureau
labor-hostile United Kingdom. As
Billy Elliot stars Jamie Bell, Julie and fine arts, the department of
Cookson's novels about working-class hardships in 19th-century
Murray State University's spring befits the son of a working-class Walters, Gary Lewis and
Jamie English and philosophy, the departEngland have made her one of Britain's most popular writers. She died edition of Cinema International con- family,
he is off to the gym to learn Draven, and is directed by Stephen
in 1998 at age 91.
ment of history, the department of
tinues with a showing of Billy Elliot to box, but wanders away from the Daldry.
The author of more than 80 books that have sold more than 100 milmodern
languages, the department
on Feb. 7 to 9. The film will be boxing ring to discover in another
MSU students, faculty, staff and
lion copies in 18 languages, Cookson began life in poverty in the
psychology
shown
. the Foreign
nightly
at 7:30 p.m. in the part of the gym his passion: ballet community members are invited to of
Tyneside area of northeast England, worked as a laundress in a workCurris
Center
Language
Theater
Club,
on
Alpha Mu Gamma,
MSU's class. All is well until the news attend the showing at no charge.
house and did not begin writing until she was 40.
Phi
The list of the most-borrowed British library books for the period July campus.
Alpha
reaches ears at home. Billy Elliot is
Theta,
Student
The 2000 film from the United about family relationships and a
2000 to June 2001 has Cookson's ''The Thursday Friend" and "The Blind
The Cinema International Series Government Association, the office
Year" in the top two spots. following by Rowling's "Harry Potter and the Kingdom is about 11-year-old Billy young Man finding the courage to is sponsored
by the Institute for ofstudent affairs, Cultural Services
Goblet of Fire."
who lives in a family of striking make his own choices and find his Internation
al Studies, the Curris of the French Embassy, and the
coal miners in Margaret Thatcher's own way innife.
Center the college of humanities Cultural Ministry of France.

'Potter' author Rowling challenging
Britain romance writer's domination

Tilly Elliot'Cinema International showing
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
Feb.8 & 9 • 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken

ONLY
$4
°°ea.

NEW!!!
Boneless Pork
Chop Sandwich

MURRAY • 753-8322

FEB. 811-11-11 8c. 9T1111
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY

Fresh Pork BBQ
Sandwiches

$2°°

$2CiPaea.

BONELESS SKINLESS
CHICKEN BREAST

GRADE'A'

MEDIUM EGGS
—to)

0

.91F
A Dozen

Fri & Sat. Only

WHOLE

SMOKE PICNICS

690

$g

Lb.

Fri.& Sat. Only

Right Off
the Grill!
Whole
Boston Butts

Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound

$5

00

$12ea
Rib Eye
Sandwich

$200

ea.

They're Great!

lb.

"Finger
Lickin' Good"
Whole
Slab Ribs

$10

NO MORE VIP CARDS NEEDED!!

Hamburgers

2for sr
Fried or Smoked
Turkey Breast
6 lb. Avg.

Gpeat

17"..

%IMMO

$
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5
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58'
Lb.

Fri & Sat_

Fri.& Sat. Only
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4000 GIANT

FROM OUR DELI

HAMBURGER OR
HOT DOG BUNS

Deal!
Call ahead to assure
availability.

BESTYET REGULAR
VEGETABLE OIL

CALIFORNIA
NAVEL ORANGES

10 a.m. til 2 p.m.
Sat. Only

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for $3.00

Fri. & Sat.

POTATO SALAD
OR COLE SLAW
44-tiof

980

2

for 1

S Count
Fri. & Sat. Only_,

(KRAFT WRAPPED

AMERICAN
SINGLES
owolidroir
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Lb.

& Sat. Only

16 finicea
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